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Few Aspects of Cyber-Security Awareness: A Review

rasHUTosH ACHARYA,
Gqndhi lnslitute of Etcellenl Technocrqts, Bhubanesv'ar, lndiq

2SARAT CHANDRA DASH,
Sanjay Memorial lnslitule ofTechnologl, Ganjam, Odisha, lndia

Abstract
The deployment of communication
technologies and the use of the Intemet
around the world have both experienced rapid
development. The major function of such

technologies in daily life is information
exchange. Losses arising from crimes
involving the improper use of information on
the Intemet are on the rise. One of the Middle
East's fastest-gowing nations is Saudi

Arabi4 whose use of communication
technology like the Intemet and mobile
devices has increased significantly in recent

years. When compared to industrialised
nations, the region is still developing these

technologies. As a result, the crimes related
to these technologies may be novel to the
local populace.

1. Introduction

The scale of the rise in cybercrimes is alarming.
The cost of cyber breaches in the UK alone is
estimated to be f3.14 million [l]. The Business
Email Compromise (BEC) scams worldwide were
estimated to be more than $ 3 billion [21. The impact
of cybercrime is not just assessed solely in termi of
costs incu-rred but also in terms of breach of data
privacy which can affect many consumers. fhe
prolected losses for the businesses by the year 2019
due to cybercrime are estimated to be iD the region of

52 trillion [3]. While the number of cyber securiry
attacks in large companies has been decreasing, in
medium and small sized companies it is increasing
significantly, which could be a major concem for
developing counries [4].

Saudi Arabia, which is one of the fastest

developing countries in the Middle East, has seen

enorrnous growth in the use of communication
technologies, the Internet and mobile technologies in
recent years. It is estimated that approximately 66910

ofthe population, which equals more than l8 miltion
users, have access to the lntemet. Facebook and

Twitter are used by the majority of these users [5].
About 39o/o of the population that uses the lnternet

buys products online, and the country's E-commerce
business is about $520 miltion [6].

The penetration of the Intemet and the boom in
smartphone usag€ in KSA is relatively new.

Therefore, it can be assumed that understanding

of the importance of cyber security and information
on security measures which can be taken is limited.

Focusing on these aspects, a previous study

investigated the cyber security awareness of the
people in Saudi Ambia in different contexts. A
quantitative online based survey was conducted

using a survey questionnaire for gathering the

information related to cyber security awareness in

Saudi Arabia. The study found that though the
participants have good knowledge of IT, their
awareness regarding the threats associated with
cybercrime, cyber security practices, and the role of
govemment and organizations in ensuring the
information safety across the lntemet is very limited.
The results indicated that the levels of cybercrime
experiences are on the rise in recent yeas, and there
is no specific approach being followed in the region
for_increasing cyber security awareness except
CERT regulations, and online information on
govemment websites. Additionally, Chi-square test
resulrs (t(627)-3.85. p-0.0t3) indicated rhal lhe
lntemet skills have an effect on the cyber security
practices from the users end. and association of thelevel 

-of 
skills ol- the people ,ri$ tt e ,rallJIesecunty.. 

. 
meiisures being implemented by theresponsible organizations in the region. ff,a,,trav

:::-,i1To thar rhere is an immeiiate ;;;j.f,,i.
:::::lrS 1" applicarion for creating cyber securiry
:,:J-.::: in the resion in ord-er. ,; ;;i;cyoerc me.



DataAnalytics method for Improving Cyber Security
Awareness.

'BISWIRaNJAN BEHERA,
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ABSTRACT This article makes a modest effort to examine the problems

that training and awareness programmes for cyber security face as well as

the potential advantages of employing leaming analyics, a developing

area of data analy.tics, to combine existing data sources and enhance the

value of these programmes. The advantages and disadvantages of
implementing such programmes are not covered in this article because it
was prepared with the presumption that awareness and training are

effective preventive controls. Considering the expanding Intemet and

mobile usage in the nation, this article will discuss cyber security and

cyberattack. Participants in the prior study selected a mobile game

application to deal with the issue of raising awareness. This paper covers

different studies focusing on gaming applications, taking into account the

findings fiom the prior study.

KEYWORDSawareness,compliance,cyber,dataanalytics,learninganalytics,LMS,risk

Security professionals propose that as our culture becomes more dependent

oninformation,socialengineeringwillremainthegreatestthreattoanysecuritysystem-Pre

vention includes educating people about the value of information, training

themtoprotectit andincreasingpeople'sawarenessofhowsocialengineersoperale.

According to Wilson and Hash (2003), a cyber security education program

shouldcover:

. Awareness campaigns: Optional and continual where end users decide if
theywould benefit from information being transmitted. The purpose of an

aware-

nesspresentationissimplytofocusauentiononsecurity.Informationismostlydelive
redtlroughposters, articles,rewards, andlunch-and-leamsessions.

. Training-role-based and obligarory: Management decides which end users



Advancements in Coherent Optical Fiber Communication
Systems.
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Absnod- Coherenl optical jibre communications
research and development have progressed in parl
because to lhe porenlial for receiver sensitivity
improvements up lo 20 dB and in part due to the
potential for frequencyiivision multiplexing (FDM)
with extremely fne Jiequency separation. This study
reviews current developments in coherent optical libre
communication systems research, with a focus on those
lhat have been reported in the last tu)o years. Four
calegories of bit-error rale measurements hove been
identifed and are being iwestigated: PCM-ASK, PCM-
FSK, PCM-PSK, and PCM-DPSK Also covered are the
most recenl Wlarization-state stabil is ing approrches.

Inder Terms-Electrooptical modulators, lithium niobate, op-
tical modulator, h'avcguide devices.

can be found in recent publications, which cover devices
and system applications Il, switching technology [2], and
guided-wave devices in general [3].

Sectioo ll ofthis paper describ€s the basic techniques used
to fabricate LiMOr guided-wave devices. Section l discusses
various modulator device designs, structures, and functions.
Section Mescribes the performance of LiNbO3 devices in
digital systems. Section V covers some nondigital applications
for LiNbQ modulators. Section Vl discusses the product
development cycle and manufacturability of these devices.
Section Vll reviews reliability data available from the field and
ac{elerated-aging tests.

ll. DEvr!^E FABPJCA'IroN

Lithium niobate has a very high intrinsic modulation
bandwidth, but device switching sp€€ds are limited by a
variety of physical constraints. Modulation is produced by a

voltage-induced change in the refractive index. The achievable
index change is small and, thus, either large voltages or long
electrode lengths are needed to obtain sufficient modulation.
A useful figure of merit for modulation is the product of the
switching voltage and the electrode length. For lengths that
allow reasonable voltages, the capacitance of lumped element
electrodes would limit the bandwidth to less than I GHz. By
using travelling wave electrodes, in which the electrical signal
propagates along the same direction as the optical wave, much
higher bandwidths can be obtained. In this case bandwidths
are limited by the mismatch betwe€n the electrical and optical
propagation constants as well as by the electrical altenuation of
the electrode [4]. Theoreical and experimental work has led to
electrode structures optimized for l0-Gb/s digital modulation

t51.
Fig. I depicts a cross-sectional view of an x-cut LiNbOj

Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZl) modulator, where the
critical dimensions of the modulalor struclure are shown.
Wave velocity is a funclion of the material properties and the
waveguide cross-sectional dimensions. Because the modulator
can be several centimeters long, preservation ofcross-sectional
dimensions along the length of a device presents a challenge
not only from the standpoint of fabrication but also in the

o
I. INTRoDUCTToN

VER THE past decade, as the demand for telecommu-
nications services and bandwidth has boomed, the need

for and advantages ofextemal modulation in fiber-optic trans-
mission systems has been firmly established. ln higher speed

digital communication applications, fiber dispersion has limited
system performance. Lithium niobate (LiNbQ) extemal mod-
ulalors provide both the required bandwidth and the equally im-
portant means for minimizing the effects ofdispersion. Unlike
direct modulation ofa laser diode, LiNbO3 guided-wave mod-
ulators can be designed for zero-chirp or adjustable-chirp op-
eration. Zero-chirp and negative-chirp modulators help to min-
imize the system degradation associated with fiber dispersion.
In analog systems, linearized extemal modulators can provide
very low modulation distortion.

Advances in LiNbOr modulator device technology have en-
abled stable operation over temperatur€, very low bias-voltage
drift rates, and bias-fiee devices. These adyances in device
and material lechoology have been accompanied by significant
investments in guided-wave device manufacturing. The net
result today is a strong demand for and an ample supply
of high-quality LiNbOr modulator components for use in
fiber-optic communicalion systems. In this paper, we will
provide an overview ofthe present state of LiNbOr modulator
technologSr. More detailed and complementary information



Indoor Applications with High-Speed Optical
Wireless Communication System
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AbstracT- For arylicolions involving indoor personal qrea

networking, a unique high-speed optical wireless

communication technologt is proposed and investigated. llith
restricted mobility, a proof-ol-concept experimenl for
l2.5Gbps wireless transmission has been successfully

.lemonstrated- A high-speed optical wireless connection n'ith
mobility feature can be realised ,hroughout the entire room
when connected with a Wi-Fi-based lqolizqtion system-

Ad<Jitionally analysed and meqsure.l expeimentally, the
performance trade-ofs between the maximol beam foolprinl
and total bil rqte demonstrate thqt error-free (BER|qq)

receplion is always possible for a wide range of data rales

from lGbps to l2.5Gbps.
Ind.t T.rrnt- Bmrdband communication, fibcr optica

linl(s.ndsubsyst.msindooroptical*ir.lcsscomrtrurications,person
rlcommunicrtionnctworks.

[. Ii.[RoDUC tloN

If f lREllisscommunication systems

I&f, racri vebecauseofi tscapabilityoprovidemobi I iryroenduser

s.Comparedwiththetraditionahadiofr equency(RF)technologya
nd millimeter-wave systems, optical wireless

(OW)technologyhasmultipleadvantages,suchastheunreg

ulatedlargebandwidthavailable,immunityto€lectromagneticinte
rference,andthepossibilityofft equencl, euseandsecurilyatphysic

allayerwhereoptical beamdo€snotpenetratewal I soropaqueobj ect

s[ I ].Therefore,foroveronedecadeOWcommunication for
indoor applications has altracted

considerableattention[2-7].
Opticalwireless (OW kornmunications can

begeneralizedintotwogroups:thediffirsedsystemandtheline-of-
sight(LOS)system[2].Theformerutilizestotallydiffirsedbeamthat
coverstheentireserviceareaandprovidesmobilityfu nctionalit)'tos

utrscribers.However,thediffusedsystemsuffersfromseveremulti p

athdispersionwhichl imitsthetransmissionbitrateandalsoitisnoten

ergyefficient[3].Onthe other hand, the direct LOS system

employs a narrow laserbeam to establish a point-to-point

transmission link betwe€ntheransceivers;thereby
thetransc€iversmustbespatiallyfi xed to satisry the strict

alignment requirement. Therefore nomobility can be provided in

this scheme in spite of its potentialofurovidingexteme
hightransmissionbirrate.

To take advantage of both kinds of OW systems, we

haverecently proposed a novel OW system for indoor personal

areanetworkingapplicationsandhaveexperi mental lydemonstrat

ederror-free (BER<IO-) transmission of up to 2.5Gbps [8-
I Ol.Theconcept usedbyus is similartorhe"hotspot" proposedby

D.C. O'Brien et al. [4], however instead of using a

separatel i ghtsourcei neach"hotspot",weproposedthecei l ingmou

nted fiber transmitter which is simply composed by a

fi berend,alensandasteeringmirror.Allthesefi beftransmittersarec

onnectedtoacentraloffi ce(CO)byafi berdistributionnetwork and

multiple rooms can be served by a single CO. Allthe complex

functions and expensive devices are located in

theCOtoreducethecost. WealsoproposedtoincorporaleWiFi-

based localizarion funaion with the OW system and

itenablesdynamicchangeofthebeampositiontoprovideubiquitou
s coverage of the €ntire room. It should also be

notedthatrecentlyaremartablel.25GbpsindoorcellularOWcom
municationhasbeenexperimentallydemonstrated[5l.However,a
nangle-diversityreceiverwasusedandthreetransmitters and

receivers w€re needed for each user. In

thispaper,wefu rtherimproveoursystemto I 2.5Gbpscommunicati

on. Wealsoexperimental lyinvesti gateandquanti fyt heradeof Ybet

weenthemaximumbeamfootpdntandachievablebitrateofour
proposed Owsystem.

II. SYSIEMSTRUCTTJRI,

Ourproposedsystemaonsi stsofacothatcentral lyprocesses

and distributes the optical signal to a number ofaccess points

via an optica! fiber feeder network. The CO alsoacts as a

gateway to the extemal network. In the access point'the fiber
end is the transmitter and it is incorporated with alocalization

function to provide ubiquitous coYerage over a4mx4mx3m

room. With the localization information of
thesubscri ber,comparativelywiderdi vergentbeamisempl oyedto

cover that user's position and its surrounding areas.

Thereforebotlrhi ghspeeddatatransmissionusingdi reclLOSlinkas

wella-s limited mobility can be provided. When the user moves

outoft hatarea,wh ichcanbeidenti fi edbythel ocal izationsystem'th



A Low-Latency, High-Reliability Wireless
Communication System implementation for Control

Applications.

TRUPASHREE SAHU,
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implementationside,therehasbeeninterestindetermininglheperfor
Absttact- Because they rcquirc low-latency, hrglr- manceofconkolsystemsusingexistingwirelessstandards[6]-[9]

reliqbility links to maintain stability, high-perJormarce
induslrial control systems wilh lens lo hundreds of sensors
and actuotors use wired connecliotts between all of their
componenls; however, lhe wires cause many mechanical
problems that moving to wireless lints would solve. Becquse
they are designed for either high-throughput or low-power
communication berween a pai or a small number of
terminels, no existing or proposed wireless system can
achieve the latency ond reliability required by lhe control
algorithms. A preliminary wireless system architeclure thal
focuses on lowJatency operalion via reliable broadcasting,
semi-ftxed resource all(rculion, and low-rate coding is
proposed. The system can handle an induslrial printer
application $ith 30 nodes in the control loop and a moderue
information throughput of 4.8 M b/s.

lrrd?tTenns- Wirclcagcontrol, indultri.lcontrouow
latcncy,highrelisbility,boundcdlatencyJVl2M,lnternctofThings'cy
bar-physicalsysaemqwi rrlcasr.nlorandaclorsctrvorl(!

Applicrtion I hrorghput

Smangrid/M2M

I . I I'TTRoDUCTIoN

Theexplosioninthenumberandcapabi lityofmobiledevices has

fueled an insatiable demand for higher data

rates.Toincreasethroughputanddealwithl imitsonavailablespectr
um,thegoalhasbeentomaximi zethespectaleffi ciencyof wireless

systems using information theoretic lools. Thesegains have

come at the cost of secondary system

parameters,suchaslatency,thatdonotfi tdirectlyintoinformati ont
heory'sfiamework.Asmobiledevicesmovetowardubiquity,new
andimportant applications are emerging beyond delivering
high-spe€ddatatoindividualusers.lnthevisionoft helntem€tof
Things, a huge number of ubiquitously distributed,
mobileembedded systems and access devices will
communicate bothwith each other and with the cloud. This
opens the door fortruly immersive computing paradigrns

where wireless

devicesmovebeyondonlysensingtheenvironment;the,T xillalsob
e wirelessly connected to actuators that can manipulate

thesurrounding environment. ln many instances, the sensors

andactuators will operate in control loops with varying

degrees ofl atencyrequirements(Tablel)[ I ].
In recent yean, researchers have looked at the problem

ofivireless control from two angles. On the theoretical side,

theyexamine how to change control algorithms to cope with
thelatency inhoduced by communication syst€ms, ranging

fi omusingamodi fi edformofoptimalcontroltousi ngnon-

uniformor event-triggered sampling [2]-[5]. On the

l:rrorRrlc

Industrialconlrol

smkb/s

l'l00kb/s
5MUs

Lrl.:ncy

1o-z l- l0l0ms

>1s 10 5 l0-lm0
l:ms 1o-8 l0- tm



Digital Wireless Communication: A Review

'saMARExDna SAMAL,
Gandhi lnslitule of Excellenl Technocrats, Bhubaneswar, Indiq

,LACHHOMOHAN MOHAPATRA,
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Abstract Wavelets have been favorably applied in almost all aspects of digital wirelcss communication sys-
rems including dara compression, murct and channel coding signal denoising channel modelhg and design of
transceive.s. The main property of wavelets in these applicarions is in their flexibility and ability to characterize
sigoals accurately. tn this paper recent trends and developmeots in the use of wavelets in wireless communications
are revicwed. Major applications of wavelets in wireless channel modeling interference mitigation, denoising
oFDM modulation, multiple access, Ultra wideband communications, cognitive radio and wireless networks are
survcyed. 'lhe confluence of information and communication technologies and the;nssibility of ubiquitous con-
neclivity have posed a challenge to developing technologies atrd architectur€s capabl; of handling large volumes of
data under sevcrc rcsource consraints such as power and bandwidth. Wavelots arc uniqucly qualified io address tbis
challenge 'l'lrc flexibility and adaptation providcd by wavelets have made wavelet tcchnotog a strong candidate
fo. future wireless commuDicalion.

Kcywords: wavelets' wircless communications. murti carier modulation, OFDM, CDMA cognitive radio, ultrawideband communicalion. wi.eless networks

l lntroduction

Abbrcvi'tioos: ARQ' Automatic Rctransmission Query; AWGN, Additive white caussian Noise; BER, Bit ErrorRate; BPSK. Binary phasc Shiti Keying; CDIaA iloje Oi"iri., Urf ,ipi" e.*ss; Cp, Cyclic prefix; C& Cogni-tivc Radior cw'I, conrinuous waverer rransform; DFT, Discrcte no*i". ii-"rir*, DS{DMA, Direct scquenceCDMA; DWT, Discrete Waveler Transform, eCC, f"a".a C.^.*iJoo"t-o'n,n*sion; pOU, Ijrequency Divi_sion Multiplexing; FDMA. Frcouencv Division Multipre ilrilft;;i;;*d; HiperLAN, High performanceRadio I ocar Area Nel*orkl r( i. rnrcr<'arrier rnrcrferencc: rorAu rr.,iloi.,rin.g.rur I ranstorm Argorithm; I&Impulse Radio; ISI, Inrcr-Symbol lnrerfercnce;^L-DpC, Low-Dens-,r, ,_irr_ii."*, ,ONEI Mobile Ad hoc Net_wo.k; MB-.FDM, Multi-Band oFDM; MC-corrae, rraurticamticJnii,""t-os-conaA. Murticarier Directsequence cDMA; MCrr4 Multicanier Modrr"m, orbu,'iff"ilfffrr;L Division Muttiptexins; OWDM.orlhogonat wareter Division Mutrintc\ing: pAlV. putsc 

^il;ilil;'il. : pApR- peal_ro_A!erage powerRario: pR. pseudo Rardom: pR-ovp p"ri."", n.".^t u"J'a;;;ff#,,,rer; pSwF. prolare Sphcroidalwa!e Iunctions psD. power specrral Densi,y, rcr. ft,"*it,n]i,jr*, qjlilr. ,f*o*rure Amptirudc Modula_tron: QMl. euadraturc Minor Fitters: eoS. euuriry of S.*i".: O,iil'6rill* ,r^* ,nifl Keying: SCI)MAil|f [}t,itl]ii,X:ljj.#ffi;.rqrve' iv,"r',ono,, ioa".irl,io,i r,,,,r,. o"cess: SNR. Signar-ro
fDIr4 Time Division Multiplexine: Tor 

plalion uwB; srcDMA scale 'l ime-code Division Multiplc Access;
uws. u,* wia"i_; ;:iixi. ;""#* ;':ii;il:il#J[?:.iT#J30n..111 9rn *,".'5; ffi ;]
wa!eler Par:ker Modutarion; wor,a. w","r. ;,.;;'.";::.::,'::"v"::::|r". I rme: wP. waveter packer: wpM,*,o". *"".i.i'il.i?,;;,Uf;1,1ilii"1,?i1,il;:;:,,jj;,l*[o.,axw;,-;r;il^;,il;:":"::,

The wavelet transform is a wav ofdsg6rlp65ing a signar ofinterest into a set of basis wave_forms. called wavelets, whichihus provide a;tif;"1;;" signal by examining the
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Absttocr- Optical wirelcss communicalion systems in
cities are regarded as a "lasl mile" technologt. The

atmosphere is used as a propagalion medium in an
oplical wireless communicalion syslem- The lransceivers
are mounled on high-rise buildings to provide line-of'
sight (LOS). Buildings sway, however, due to dynamic
wind loads, lhermal expansion, and minor earlhquakes.
To maintoin LOS berween lhe lransmitler and the
receiver, the designer musl increase lhe transmiller
beam divergence angle. An excessively wide divergence
angle clearly increases the required laser power and, as

a resuh, lerminul cosl arul complexily. When lhere is
building sway, an overly natow beam divergence angle
may resull in communication culoff. We develop a
malhemati(al mDdel in this PoPer.

Inde\ Terrns-B'trilding swry, opticrl communicatio['
optimizo-tion. rf, ireless (ommunicrlion.

will increase the required laser power, which increases the ter-

minal cost and complexity. On the other hand, an overly narrow

beam divergence angle may result in cutoff in communication

when there is building sway.

The theory of optical wireless communication (OWC) is pre-

sented in [] and [2]. The effects of wind, eanhquakes, and

thermal expansion on an OWC system are described in Kim e,

a/. [3]. Acampora et ol [4] proposed a hybrid access network

that uses small radio cells, where the cell base stations are in-

terconnected by optical wireless links. The effect of fog on the

bitrrror rate of a free-space laser communication system is pre-

sented in [5]. A simple method to evaluate the performance of
mesh networks as a function ofweather attenuation is propos€d

by Kaneko et a/. [6]. A new technology to mitigate weather at-

teouation using quantum cascade lasers at far infiared wave-

lengths is demonstrated by Capasso et a/. [7]. Turbulence and

pointing eror effects on OWC link performance are analyzed in

[8] and [9]. Two enor probabilities are commonly used in space

laser communication; the BEP [0], [t l] and the burst-error

probability u2]. An eyaluation and comparison ofseven ofthe
world's major building codes and standards with specific dis-

cussions of their estimations ofthe alongwind, acrosswind, and

torsional response is given in [ 3].
In this paper, we develop a BEP model that takes into ac-

count building-sway statistics and communication slstem pa-

rameters. We assume that the rsceiver has knowledge about the

marginal statistics of the signal fading and the instantaneous

signal fading state. Then we derive a mathematical model to

minimize transmitter power and optimize transmitter gain (the

divergence angl€) for a given BEP. For example, for a BEP of
l0;tve achieve at least a 4-dB reduction of the required trans-

mitter power in comparison to a system with both halfand twic€

the optimum beam divergence angle. This reduction in laser

power could improve the overall system performances and cost

considerably.
The remainder ofthis paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion II, we present the building-sway model. Section llI oulines

the communication system model in preparation for a descrip

tion ofthe optimization procedure. We conclude with a discus-

sion ofthe practical implications ofthis study.

I. INTRODUCTION

f N THE communicalion world. urban optical wireless com-

f munication (UOWC) is one of the majoi areas that remain to

be comprehensively researched. UOWC uses light beams prop-

agating through the atrnosphere to cany information (Fig. l).
The UOWC terminal includes an optical transmitter and a re-

ceiver, both of which are placed on high-rise buildings at a sepa-

ration distance ofseveral hundred meters. The main advaotages

of UOWC are: I) there are no licensing requirements or tar-

iffs for its utilization; 2) there is no need to dig up roads, etc.i

3) it enables very high data rates; and 4) it is small, light' and

compact. However, a problem that has to be dealt with is that

under the influence ofdl, ramic wind loads, thermal expansion,

and weak earthquakes, typical high-rise buildings sway The

building sway causes Yibrations ofthe transmitter beam moving

it ftom the line-of-si8ht (LOS) in the direction ofthe receiver'

These vibrations decrease the average received signal, which in

tum, ircreases the bit-enor pmbability (BEP). Hence, the de-

signer is required to increase the transmifter beam divergence

angle and power so as to maintain LOS between the transmifter

and the receiver. lt is clear that an overly wide diYergence angle

Optimization of Urban Optical Wireless Communication Systems

II- BUILDING SWAY

Building sway can be caused by srong winds, thermal ex-

pansion oi building frame parts, and earthquakes [3]' Under

ih" influ"n"" of dynamic wind loads, typical high-rise build-

ings sway in the alongwind, acrosswind, and torsional direc-

tions ! 31. The alongwind motion primarily results from pres-

sure fluctuations on the windward and leeward faces, which
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The concept of sharing spectrum bet'teeen
radar and wireless communicqtion syslems arose qs a
result of the need for additional bandwidth for
wireless communicolion q)stems. The realisation of
this vision is unqvoidqble in lhe near future due to
strong qnd eveFincreosing economic, political, social,
and technological driving f.tctors. As q resuh, noyel
solutions fu efrcienl qnd equilable speclram shqring
are required- lle presenl a concke review of the state
of the art in radar and communicalion system
coexistence and bandwidth sharing in lhis paper.
1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication technology has recently
evolved dramatically with ever growing number
of users and proliferation of applicatioN, that it
become a indispensable feature of human life [].
With increasing number of mobile devices and de-
mands on higher data transmission rates for ad-
vance wireless technology, more radio spectra are
sought after by commercial service providers and
federal agencies [2]. The demand on radio spec-
trum urges efficient use of spectrum and emerges a
challenging problem on future spectrum planning.
ln ['1, it is clearly addressed that new Federal
spectrum architecture should be based on sharing
rather than clearing and reallocating the sought af-
ter spectrum. Thus, spectrum sharing technology
has emerged as a developing research topic to both
radar and communication communities. Hence, co-
operation between these two established technology
areas needs to be vitalized and exlended- In this
paper, we present a concise review of the state of
the art on radar and communication system coex-
istence and bandwidth sharing.

2 SPECTRUM SHARING
CONSIDERA-TIONS

censed to, and a secondary user that utilizes the
same spectrum band without endangering any mis-
sion of both sides [3]. Until recently, spectrum al-
location (i.e., a certain fiequency band is assigned
exclusively to a certain electromagnetic wave emit-
ting technology like radar or wireless communica-
tions) was vital to prevent any interference among
different syslems. However, with the emergence of
recenl technologies in radio communicalion. spec-
trum sharing in time and space has a feasible fu-
ture [4]. In particular cognitive radio is an emerging
technology that can exploit unused/underutilized
spectrum bands via opportunistic dynamic spec-
trum sharing [5].

Technical challenges of spectrum sharing involves
both accurately sensing radio environment, and
transmitting signals accordingly. Challenges of
spectrum sharing in communication systems are
widely investigated in numerous studies [6 10]. Al-
though, the effects of RF interference in radar sys-
tems concerning spectrum sharing is investigated
in the past (e-9., I I]), more work needs to be done
to understand drawbacks and fundamental limits
of spectrum sharing in radar and communications
systems coexistence.

3 SI'ECTRUM
TECHNIQUES
APPROACHES

SHARING
AND

Shared spectrum access for radar and communica-
tions is one of the important research and devel-
opment areas which is identified by DARPA [2].
In fact. th€ solutions for spectrum sharing can be
classified into three broad categories. In the first
category, radar system as taken as the primary user
and the objective is the maximize the performance
of the communication system utilizing radar spec-
fium as a secondary user (ie., radar performance
should not be deteriorated by the communication
system). ln this category radar system is not af-
fected by the shared use of the spectrum and the
burden of ensuring this constraint is on the com-
munication system, entirely. ln the second cate-
gory, solutions are proposed to mitigate the inter-
ference caused by the communication system on the
radar. Although it is assumed the communication
system is operating cognitively, the proposed solu-
tions are developed by assuming the interference

Spectrum sharing, or shared spectrum access, in-
volves a primary user, whom the bandwidth is li-
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INTRODUCrIOil
To restrict the increment of global temperature
to 2'C, carbon emission has to be cut by 50 per-
cent by 2050 compared to the emission in 1990-
Research results published by Allen et oL show
that to satisfy this goal, the total CO2 emission
should not exceed 1000 billion by 2050 [1]. How-
ever, by the end of the first decade of this centu-
ry, one third of this budget had treen used up. A
low-carbon society cannot merely be a scene in
science fiction. A real transition from a high-car-
bon-emission society to a zero-carbon one must
happen in order to save the world from global
warming.

A potentially reducible greenhouse gas source
is the carbon fuel used in transportation systems.
Transportation contributes to more than 27 per-
cent of tie total CO2 emission in the United
States [2]. The space for emission reduction is
appealing. The current advances in fuel cell bat-
tery technologies make commercial electric vehi-

cles (EVs) possible in tlte near future. However,
the prevalence of EVs imposes a challenge on
load balancing in the power grid, This is because
to achieve desirable usability of the EVs, a large
charging current is required to shorten the charg-
ing time. Such demand incurs heavy load on the
power grid when mass EVs are charging simulta-
neously. Moreover, the unbalanced and dynamic
distribution of car charging events calls for a
power system that is highly resilient to huge load
fluctuations. For example, unprecedented peak
hours can appear to be regular nightmares for
the power grid each night when most of the cars
are charging. And t}le cars may charge at park-
ing lots ofworkplaces during t}le day and at resi-
dential areas at night. Such geographical
variation in load largely disturbs t]le load balanc-
ing of the power grid.

Recently, smart grid technology has been
proposed to improve the efficiency and safety of
the power grid [31. The widespread adoption of
EVs inherendy relies on the interaction between
the individual EV and the smart grid. The bond
connecting them is ubiquitous communication
networks. Such a network for smart grid is built
on open or heterogeneous system architecture

[4], which incorporates all the modern communi-
cation technologies. At the architectural level,
many instruments, sensors, controllers, and man-
agement computers are interconnected and
accessible through the lnternel At the technical
level, Zigbee network, WiFi network, WiMAX
network, and cognitive radio networks are all
feasible for supporting the information coliec-
tion and communication in various application
scenarios in the smart grid. A conceptual exam-
ple of the smart grid with ubiquitous communi-
cations is shown in Fig. 1.

Although arming the power grid with various
communication technologies enhances the flexi-
bility and efficienry of the power grid, the vul-
nerabilities that inherently reside in these
communication systems transform into security
risk in the power infrastructures. In this article,
we first introduce the cyber security threats
against the smart grid with EVs, then focus on
two wireless security techniques for secure com-
munication between the EVs and the smart grid.
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Absoo.t- We have seen signiJicqnt advonces in low Power,
integratio\ and micro-systems technologies in recent years,

enabling wireless communication for very small, afordable,
lighfieeighl, and high performonce devices. These

lechnologies are still primqrily used for consumer and ofice
applications, but they can provide significqnl benefits when
applied to tYh/ oress. Industrial qulomqtion and control
systems, such qs robolics and faclory automation, are of
parlicalar interest- In this paper, we discttss lhe msin
challenges of developing q relioble, wireless, and energt'
efrcient communication system for in&tstial oulomqtion.
Special emphasis is placed on providing an overview of
suitable power supply optiotu os well as describing o ncmel

mqgnetic medium frequency power supply concept thal
enables true teireless energl supPly wilhin cell-volumes of
more than loom' with.

Irrdet Ten$-1ro$-lrycr dcaigtr, itrdustrirl wirclcas satrsor trct-
works (IrrYSNs), ISAl00, ultrrwidcband (UWB), wirel$s HART,
ZigBce,6ITWPAN.

I. INl.ROI)UCTION

f N TODAY'S competitive industry marketplace. the compa-

f nies face growing demands to improve process efficiencies.

comply with environmental regulations, and meet corporate

financial objectives. Given the increasing age of many indus-

trial systems and the dynamic industrial manufacturing market'

intelligent and low-cost industrial automation systems are re-

quired to improve the productivity and efficiency of such sys-

tems [6], [28]. Traditionatly, industrial automation systems are

realized through wired communications- However, the wired

automation systems require expensive communication cables

to be installed and regularly maintained, and thus, they are not

widely implemented in industrial Plants because oftheir high

cost [29]. Therefore, there is an urgent need for cost-effective

wireless automation systems that enable significant savings and

reduce air-pollutant emissions by optimizing the management

of industrial systems.

With the recent advances in wireless sensor networks
(WSNS), the realization of low-cost embedded industrial au-

tomation systems have become feasible [2]. ln these systems,

wireless liny sensor nodes are installed on industrial equip-

ment and monitor the parameters critical to each equipment's
efficiency based on a combination of measurements such as

vibration, temperature, pressure, and power quality. These data

are then wirelessly transmitted to a sinl node that analyzes

the data Aom each sensor. Any potential problems are noti-
fied to the plant personnel as an advanced warning system.

This enables plant personnel to repair or replace equipment,

before their efliciency drops or they fail entirely. In this way,

calastrophic equipment failures and the associat€d repair and

r€placement costs can be prevented. while complying with strict

€nvironmental regulations.
The collaborative nature of IWSNs brings several advantages

over traditional wired industrial monitoring and conrol sys-

tems, including selftrganization, rapid deployment, flexibility,
and inherent intelligent-processing capability. ln this regard,

WSN plays a vital role in creating a highly reliable and self-

healing industrial system that rapidly responds to real-time

events with appropriate actions. However, to realize the envi-

sioned industrial applications and, hence, take the advantages

ofthe potential gains of WSN, effective communication proto-

cols. which can address the unique challenges posed by such

systems, are requied.
Due to unique characteristics and technical challenges, devel-

oping a WSN for industrial apPlications requires a combination

of expertise liom several different disciplines [9]. First of all,
industrial expertise and knowledge are required for application-

domain-specific knowledge. Second, sensor-technology exper-

tise is essential to fully understand issues associated with sensor

calibration, t-ansducers, and clock-drift. Third, RF design and

propagation environment exp€rtis€ is necessary to address com-

munication challenges and RF interference problems in indus-

trial environmens [31]. Finally, networking expertise is needed

for understanding the hierarchical network architectures and

integrating different networks, which are required for industrial

WSNs (lWSNs) to provide flexible and scalable architectures

for heterogeneous applications.
Recently, rnany researchen have been engaged in developing

schemes that address tbe unique challenges of IWSNs. ln
this paper, first, technical challenges and design principles are

introduced in terms of hardware and software developments

and system architecture artd protocol design. Specifically, ra-

dio technologies, enerry-harvesting techniques, and cross-layer

design for IWSNs are discussed. ln addition, IWSN standards
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AbslracF It is presented a charging time control
method for wireless power transfer systems wilh
secondary-side hysteresis output power control. It is a
primary-side control methd that employs the combined
use of three concepts, namely I an intermediate
capacitor in the receiver circuit as a power flow
indicator, (ii) the hysteresis sv)itching actions of a shunt
decoupling power switch in the receiver circuit to
regulate the DC voltage of such intermediate capacilor,
and (iii) the primary-side lurn-on and turn-of times of
the decoupling switch for closed-loop control This
method eliminates the need for I precise information of
the mutual inductance between the transmitter and
receiver coils, as well as (ii) a wireless communicolion
system for feedback purposes.

tndex Tems-Wi?eless porver transter (WPT), primary-
side control

I. INTRoDUCTIoN

II IIRELESS power transfer (wPT) syslems have anracted
W los ofattentions in research communities and industrl in

the last two decades. Recent research efforts reported in the
literature focus on several major applications, including
wireless charging of (l) mobile robots [], (ii) consumer
electronics [2] and (iii) medical implants [3-5]. Applications of
WPT face a common issue of the need for a mechanism for
monitoring the output load conditions for feedback purposes.

For wireless charging of portable consumer electronics, for

)

6)

Fig. l. Primary c.ntrol ofa wireless power tnnsfer system using a wireless
cormunicstion syst€m for feedback purpos€ I8l.

The second group of primary-side control methods that
require the information or estimation ofthe mutual inductance
(ily') or mutual coupling (&) between the Ir coil and the Rx coil
can be found in the referenc-es [9]-[ 3]. In general, they either
us€ pre-determined value of M or estimate the value of M so

thar the output yoltage can be calculated from information
available on the transmitter (primary) side.

tn this paper, a method that eliminates the needs for both of
the mutual coupling information and wireless communication
system for feedback control is proposed. It is based on the

combined use ofseveral concepts, including (i) an intermediate

capacitor in the receiver (secondary) circuit as a power flow

example, the relative positions of the Ix coil and the Rx
coil may not be fixed precisely. Any WPT application
requires the receiver circuit to be physically separated

from the transmitter circuit- For good power control in the
receiver circuit. there is aneed for some form of feedback

control. ln general, control executed in the transmitter
circuit is called the primary-side control. Primary-conlrol
methods for Wm systems can be classified into the
following groups:
(i) Use of primary side conrol that requires n ireless

communication sprens [6]-[8] to feed information
obtained fiom the receiver circuit back to the transmilter
circuit for closedJoop control (Fig. I ).

(ii) Use of primary (transmitler) control that requires
information of lhe mutual coupling (k) or mulaal
inducl tce (M) [9]-[ l3] baween the Lx and Rr coils.
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Abstroct- We present lhe findings of our research on the
use of artiJicial neural networks (ANNs) for adaptive channel
equalisation in a digital communication system using a 1-
quadrature amplilude modulotion (QAM) signal constellation.
We propose a novel singleJayer Legendre functionalJink
ANN (L-FLANN) thot expands the input space into a higher
dimension u;ing Legendre polynomials. Extensive computer
sinrulations were used to compare the performance of various
ANN-based equalisers, including the radial basis function
(RBF), Chebyshev neural network (ChNN), and the proposed
LFL4NN, as well as a linear least mean square (LMS) fnite
impulse response (FIR) adaptive frlter-based equaliser. The
uean squore error (MSE), bit error rate (BER), and
computational complexities of the tarious architeclures, aS
well os the eye, are petformance indicators-

Kqmords-l4endrc functionil lillk srtilicirl neunrl
nctworlq noolincsr ch8[nel cq rliz{tirn.

channel is nonlinear and highly dispersing [2]. Therefore, in
order to imp.ove the performance of equalizers in nonlinear
channels, new equalizer strucfures are needed.

Artificial neural networks (ANNS) can perform complex
mapping between its input and output space and are capable of
forming complex decision regions with nonlinear decision
boundaries [3]. Further, because of nonlinear characteristics of
the ANNs, these networks ofdifferent architectures have found
succrssful application in channel equalization problem. Siu el
al [4] proposed a multilayer perc€ptron (MLP) structure for
channel equalization with decision feedback and have shown
that the performanc€ of this network is superior to that of a
linear equalizer trained with LMS algorithm. A radial basis
function (RBF)-based equalizer structure with satisfactory
performance has been rcported [5]-[61.

The functional link-ANN (FLANN) is first introduced by
Pao [7]. In FLANN, the original input patlem undergocs a
pattem enhancement by using some nonlinear functions. Then
the enhanced pattems ar€ applied 10 a single-layer perceptron.
Due to the abaence of hidden layen, the computational
complexity ofFLANN is drastically reduced. Ir order to reduce
the computational complexity, effi cient functional-link ANN
(FLANN)-based equalizer structures have been proposed [8]-
[9]. The functional expansion in these network was canied out
using o(hogonal trigonometric functions. Recently, a reduced-
decision feedback FLANN channel equalizer is aiso proposed
I0]. Another computational efficicnt network, i.e., Chebyshev
neural network (ChNN) has been proposed for pattem
classification I l], fundional approximation [t2], nonlinear
dynamic system identification [13]-[14] and nonlinear channel
equalization U5l. ln these networks the expansion of input
panem is carried out using Chebyshev polynomials. ChNN
provides similar, and in some cases. bener performance than an
MLP network bu1 with much reduced computational load.

Similar to ChNN, the Legendre function-based neural
networks, i.e., Legendre functional-link ANN (L-FLANN),
provides computational advanEge while promising beuer
pedofinance. In this paper, we propose a novel L_FLANN
based,nonlinear channel equalizarion technique. By takinc
severat channels and different nonlinearities, 

-with 
ixtensivl

simulations we have shown the effectiven"., oitf,"l-_iLANN_
based equalizer. We have shown that the proposed eoualizerperforms much betrer rhan the RBF_based'ani ; li"il;[i_
based equalizers. Howevel its performance ls simitar toinaG

l. IN fRoDUCTIoN

ln wireless communication systems, transmission
bandwidth is one of the most precious resources. To make
ellicient utilization this resource signals are usually transmined
through band-limited channels. Some ofthe inherent properties
of the frequency-selective channels are that they are no;linear
and dispersive. and possess long delay spread: Due to lhese
properties, the channel introduces inter-svmbol interference
(lSI) which reduces the dara rransmission iate. lf the durarion
of.th€ transmiued pulse is much smaller than the multipath
delay spread, then each ofthe multipath components cannot be
resolved in time at the receiver. Therefore, the currently
transmitted pulse interf€res with the previously and
subsequently transmitted pulses, resulting in undesira-ble ISI
and irreducible error floors al the rec;iver end of digital
communication systems I l].

To mitigate the adyerse effects of nonlinear channels,
usually channel equalization is carried out in the dieital svstem.
E{ualiz"tisn refers to signal processing t."t niq r.-rr.a'"iit .
Iront-end ot lhe receiver lo combat ISI in dispersive channels inthe presence of additive noise. Traditionaliy, lir;;d;pti;;
f1561AFs) are used ro implemenr rhe equalizer. Uowevei, rfrepeflormance ol Af equalizers severely deteriorares when rhe
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The forecost for fitture traffc demand over the nexl ten years shows an increase in 1000 scales qnd more lhon 100 billion
lnternet of Things connections, posing a signfrcant challenge for future mobile communication technologl beyond the year

2020. When it comes to enabling a connected mobile world the mobile in&utry is struggling with the challenges of high

capacity denond bul low cost lor fulwe mobile networts. 5G is erpected lo shed light on these contqdictory denands by 2020.

Thk paper first forecasls the vision of mobile communication's application in sociely's daily life, and then rtgwes out trafrc
trencls ind denands for the nexl l0 yeors from lhe perspeclive o/ Mobile Broadband (MBB) service and lnlernet of Things

(loT), respectively.

1. Introduction

The first generation of mobile communication system based

on analog signal was bom in the 1980s, and it helped
people get rid ofthe shackles oftelephone line. In the 1990s

more eflicient second-generation (2G) mobile communi-
cation systems based on digital communication occurred,
and after that penonal mobile communications have had a

rapid development on a global scale. After 2000, with the
deployment of 3G systems, people can enjoy faster mobile
Intemet experience, such as video telephony. When it comes
to 2010. deployment of Long Term Evolution (LTE) based 4C
commercial network funher enhanced the system capacity

and user experience. According to the statistics of Global
TD-LTE lnitiative (CTI),364 LTE commercial networks have

been launched by the third quafier of 2015. The evolution
map of mobile communications since 1980s is summarized
in Figure l. with the IMT-Advanced (IMT-A) systems being

deployed in the world, the 5th-Ceneration (5G) mobile com-
munication technologies are emerging into research fields.

ln order to drive future development of mobile communi-
cation techniques, the METIS (Mobile and Wireless Commu-
nications Enablers for the Twenty-Twenty lnformation Soci-
ety) project [] ofEuropean Union started research work of
5G at the end of 2012. In Chin4 lMT-2020 promotion group
was founded in April of20t3. IMT-2020 promotion group
will serve as a platform to promote the 5G study. Its target

is to organize domestic forces 10 actively carry oul intema-
tional cooperation and to jointly promote the intemational
deyelopment of 5G. In Kore4 Samsung tested and verified
the technical feasibility of millimeter wave in the bands of
about 28 GHz [2]. Other possible candidate technologies such

as massive MIMO [3], noyel multiple access [4], and new

channel coding [5-7] haye attracted more and more interest.

The lntemational Telecommunication Union (lTU) has also

started its study on the lntemational Mobile Telecommuni-
cation system towards 2020 0MT-2020) since 2013 [8]. Third
Generation Paltnership Project (3GPP) will start its study and

standardization work on IMT-2020 from March 2016 [9].

A futuristic approach for Mobile Communication
System towards Year 2020
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CDMA) [1], with much higher data rates of up to

38a kb/s Iaround 10 Mb/s in the laterstagel, were

put into service in some countries, and their

and the received signal power changes rapidly in a
random maoner with a period ofabout half-carrier
wavelength when the MS moves. Such a multipath
channel ian be viewed as a time varying linear fil-
ter of impulse response /i(1, t) observed at time C

which can be expressed as [5]
t. l

,(r,r) = r€/()6(r-1l), (11
1=0

w(k,t)

: w(N_L t)
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Abdrad- To meet users' expectqtions .for more advanced

wireless access even in mobile environnerrts, research and

development efforts for the Fourth Generation (4G) nobile
communicalion syslem haee been discussed. This paryr
describes the system rcquirements, technical challenges to be

oeercome. anll activities related to the standardisqtion of the

4G mobile communicati on sY\tem.

4G mobile commtnication syslen ; slnrrdardiu,ion

I. INTRODUCTION

The users of the Third-Ceneration (3C) Intemational

Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (lMT-2000) [l] mobile

communicalion services, which was launched in October 2001'

has already reached about 34 million subscribers in Japan The

svstem Drovides a variety of advancei multimedia services

.rch a. ,ideo communicarions and high speed intemet access'

It is exoected that this will lead to the mobile communication

more important ro our daily lives and will expand the role as a

lifestyle'basis in the next t;n years. lt is also expected that such

an era requires a more advanced wireless communications

srstem. iuch as the Fourth-Ceneration 14G) mobile

clmmunicalion syslem, which far surpasses the capability of
the existing IMT-i000 as shown in Figure l. The development

nrocess of-the new mobile systems consists of developing the

leouiremens, providing solutions satisfies the requirements'

.howins eridences for each technology to satisfy the

reouireirents. as well as building inlernational consensus

through the standardization activities ln this anicle' we

J"r".ii" u basic approach to the technical issues and system

configuration involved in acfiieving the capability and

performance required of the 4C system. We also describe the

irends in standardization conceming mobile communication
systems.

II. SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

Biologicalinlo.

A. Applicalionsfor 4G sYsten s

The improvements in media communication quality have

been one oi the most Perceptible advancements and only the

perceptible advanc€ments noted by the customers. For €xample,

ihe sire and resolution of LCD (Liquid Crystal Displav)

scre€ns, the number of pixels in built-in camera' and the wide

variety of ring€r tones have been key to the. popularity of
mobiie handses. However, current mobile terminals still have

much room in terms of improving communication realily The

ultimate objective of enhanced-reality media cornmunications

is to provid-e a transparent environment that is indistinguishable

fiom face-to-face communications.

The applications, which require more advanc'ed wireless

caoabilities. are discussed in [21. ln the anicle. three main

ailJiont ior enhancing medii communication reality' that is
jO auaio communicati,ons, 3D visual communications and

iiaoni"ut information communicadons. as shown in Figure 2'

*""""analvred. and as a conclusion. it is expected thal lhe

n,iui..r.'a..tt will be able to full use of I Mbit/s to 100

t.Cencrttion

M.di.
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Abstact- The multicarrier tans ission technique (OFDM) is
investigaled in lhis papq in conjunction with a TDWDD nuhiple
access scheme for a cellular mobile tommxnicalion system. The

performance dhalysis lor the uncoded and coded (T('M) cases is

presenled. lt i, demonstrated lhal OFDM systems have a large
potential Jor leaible allocation of the aotal arailable bandwidlh lo
dfurent users. 'l'his adaptabilily can be used lo compensatefor radio
chanhel impairrnents, ihproring overall petfonndnce. fvo melhods
are investigated, nanelv ( I ) the simple pincipk of koving out weak
subcarriers and (2) individual modulation of each subcarrier
(odaplive modulation), wilh lesuhs in ten s of lhloughput dnd RER
p e rfo rm a n c e d is c us s e d.

lndex Tcrms-loctrrtr€l intcrferer.!, flrt rnd frcquc[cy-
setec- tive fiditrg chrnrels, orthogo[rl frequency-division
multipLelitrgpm.rt atrten!rs, wireless coEmunicrtio!| systems.

I. INIRODUCI'ION

f: UTURE wireless communications systems will need to be

I ull.,o ruppon u high level of user traffic along with a

wide range of high-quality services that not only include high'
quality voice but also data, facsimile, still pictures, and video.

Providing these high-quality services over the harsh wireless

channel with a limited spectrum implies that an increase in the

capacity of current wireless systems will ne€d to be achieved

[ ]-[a]. One possible approach to increase system capacity is

through the use of smart or adaptive antennas [5], [6] that make

use of spatial diveBity to compensate for channel impairments

without inffeasing the transmitted power or bandwidth.

With recent developments in hardware miniaturization and

advances in antema design [7], smart antennas at both the base

(BS) and mobile stations (MS) have been suggested to achieve

further iDcreases in capacity as well as performance [3], [8],
t9l, tl tl. The generalized problem of coded modulation with
multiple transmit and multiple receiYe antennas has been

addressed [3] while Raleigh and Cio{Ii [E] studied space-time

water-filling for multipath fading, with prior knowledge of
the channel. In [9], Kohno mnsidered the maximization of

signal-to noise ratio (SNR) by a joint multiple transmissioo

and reception filten system. However, cochannel interference
(CCI) has not been considered in any ofthese previous studies.

Recent works by Lt et ol. [tol and Wong et dl. Ull have

investigated the joint use of smart antennas at the BS and MS

for performance improvement. ln [0], zero-forcing based

ransmit antenna weights and minimum mean-squale-error
(MMSE) receive antenna weights arc proposed for multi-
channel communication systems, but the subchannel gains can

be arbitrarily small since the weights at the transmitter and

receiver are not joirtly optimized. Recently, the joint optimal
antenna weights at both the BS and MS have been deriYed for
interference-limited fading channels I l]. Nevertheless, targe

system complexity and,/or degradation of system performance

occurs in frequency-selective fading channels.

In this paper, we invcstigat€ the performance ofthc smart base

and smart mobile (SBM) antennas discussed in I I 1] in conjunc-
tion with o(hogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)

[2], and we will rEfer to this combined SBM and OFDM system

as SBM/OFDM. This approach utilizes the CCI rejection ca-

pability ofthe sman antennas and the intersymbol interference
(ISI) rejection capability by OFDM. Hence, multiple users can

be accessed in space, time, and by subcarrien. Therefore, one

may expect that significant improvement of system performance

as well as capacity is possible.

I o analyze the pedormance of SBM/OFDM, the average bit-
enor rate (BER) performance ofour proposed system is found

by Monte Carlo simulation in frequency-selective fading chan-

nels and compared to a conventional single carrier system with
sman antennas.

This paper is organized as follows. tn SectioD ll, the system

model of SBM/OFDM is introduced. Section [Il provides an-

alytical expressions for optimal antenna weights of SBM in a
multicarrier system. Section IV considers the issues of mul-

tiple-access and proposes an iterative algorithm for cnsuring the

stability of the network and power optimization. Comparative

simulation results are presented in Section V, and finally, we

have some concluding remark in Section VI.

II. SBIVUOFDM SYSTEM MODEL

Thc modem configuration of SBM/OFDM is shown in Fig. l.
A serial-to.parallel buffer segnrents an lYy informatiotr bit se-

quence itrto .lV" parallel ouFut stre$s. In general, each stream

can contain a different number of bits fGthat

,\.
N1=lnu. (l)

€1
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Goal, scope, and context The purpose of this research is to assess the environmental suslainability of the UMTS

nobile communication system in Switzerland using a Life Cycle Assessmenl (LCA). h is presenled a baseline

environmental impact profte for the UMN (Ilniversal Mohile Telecommunicalion System) arul its predecessor, lhe

GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication). The baseline assessmenl was a necessary first slep in assessing

the environmental impacts of mobile communication system use and growth, allowing for an assessment of its
e nv ir on me nl al s ust ain a bi li ty.

lntroduction

The demand for mobile communication services is globally

on the rise. Mobile phone neworks are being built rapidly
and are mainly steered by economical and legislative driv-
ers. Environmental aspects are maiuly incorporated only for
singular aspects like non-ionizing radiation ofantennae and
mobile phones, or the enerry use of switching centers A com-
plete picture of the different environmental impacts of the

UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication SystemJ allows
operators and manufacturers to intensi[, actions concentrat-
ing on the components ofthe whole system with the highest
potential of improvingtheir environmental properties.

Several studies have assessed environmental aspects oftel-
ecommunication systems (e.g. oiva 2000) for a mobile
phone, [Harada 2001) for the fixed network in lapan, (Blazek

1999) for the telecommunication systems of two cities). A

study of the complete UMTS network is being done for
Ericsson components; first results were presented in (Mal-

modin 2001). The study presented in this article is the first
environmental assessment of UMTS in Switzerland.

'1., obile nstworks

cSM, which was first introduced in 1991, is one of the lead-

ing digital cellular systems, Eight simultaneous calls can oc-

cupy the same radio frequency. It provides integrated voice
mail, high-speed data, fax, paging and short message serv-
ices capabilities, as well as secure communications. Origi-
nally a European standard for digital mobile telephony, GSM

has become the world's most widely used mobile system in
use in over 1OO countries. GSM networks operate on the 900
MHz and 1800 MHz waveband in Europe, Asia and Aus-

tralia, and on the 1900 MHz waveband in North America

and in parts of Larin America and Africa.

I Goaland Scope

Goal of the project is to assess the environmental sus-

tainability of the Swiss UMTS network which is currently
being built by different telecommulication operators in

Swirzerland {Faist Emmenegger et al. 2003a). In order to do

this, a life cycle assessment was carried out. The goal of the

LCA is to assess the environmental impacts caused by a call

via the UMTS mobile phone system. The results of the life
cycle assessment (LCA) are used to quantiry the environ-

mental impact of the use and growth of the total UMTS

mobile phone system and its components, thus making an

assessment of its environmental impacts possible. All the
components of the UMTS like the mobile phones, base sta-

tions, antennae and switching systems, and the components

of the landline like cable system and switching centers, are

assessed. The environmental impacts are assessed taking into

account all maior life cycle phases like raw material extrac-

tion, manufacturing use, disassembly and disposal of the
product and the needed infrastructure. A baseline environ-
mental impact profile across the full life cycle of the GSM

(Clobal System for Mobile Communication) was also done

and allows the comparison between the two networks'

1.2 Functional unit

Functional Unit Data Transfer. As a functional unit, a data
set of 1 Gbit (1,000,000 kbit) is defined. For most of the

network components, the normalization of manufacturing
installation, operating and disposal expenditure per trans-

ferred data set is required. ln the UMTS, both data pack-

ages and calls can be conveyed. ln order to be able to stand-

ardize the results, an equivalence is formed between these

two kinds of transmission. This is based on the assumption

of an average transmission rate of data packages and calls

as well as on assumptions for the average use of the UMTS

equipment by the customer. Based on an average minute of
use the time share ofdata transfer in 2004 was determined.
The total kb per year were calculated on the basis of an

average data throughput [kb/s), the anticipated number of
users and utilization ratio ofthe data throughpul Data used

are based on planning networkdata and anticipated number

ofusers for 2004. It can be assumed tltat the calculated net-

work has some over-capacity as the licence asks from the

operators to secure a certain coverage independent of the

actual demand.

As a basis for the GsM (Global system for Mobile Commu-

A Life Cycle Assessment of the Mobile Communication System using
UMTS

UMTS is the name for the third generation mobile telephone
standard in Europe. 3G is a generic term covering a range of
future wireless network technologies, including UMTS,

WCDMA fwideband Code-Division Multiple-Access), CDMA

(Code-Division Multiple-Access) 2000 and EDGE (Enhanced

Data rates for GSM Evolution). 3G combines high-speed
mobile access with Internet Protocol (lP) based services.
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Abstrod- Nodes in wireless ad hoc networks communicate
wilh distant destindions viq in ermediate nodes acting as
relays. Because wireless nodes have limiled energt, it ay not
be in a node's besl interest to always accept relq! requests.
However, d all ndes decide not to srynd energt on relaying,
netv'ork throughput will plummet dramatically. Both of these
exlreme scenarios (complete cooperution and complele non-
cooperation) ate detrimentql lo a user's interests, In this
paper, we look al user cooryration in ad hcr networks. We
usume lhqt nodes qre rationaL meaning thqt their actions are
solely motivated by self-interest, and that each node is bound
by a minirmtm Wtime cotatrqint. Given these lifetime
constraints and the underlying assumption of ralional
behaviour,

Mcthods kcywords - Economics (groe thcory), System
D.3ign.

routing through these nodes are proposed. Their approach
consists of two applications: Watchd.og ar,d Pathroter. The
former runs on every node keeping track of how the other
nodes behave; the latter uses this informalion to calculate the
route with the highesr reliability. ln [6], [7], [8], a secure
mechanism to stimulale nodes to cooperale and to prgvent
them from overloading the networt is presented. The key
idea is that nodes providing a service should be r€munerated,
while nodes receiving a service should be charged. Based
on this concept, an acreptanc€ algorithm is proposed. The
acceptance algorithm is used to decide whether to accept or
reject a packet relay request. The acceptance algorithm at each

node attempts to balance the number of packets it has relayed
with the number of its packets that have been relayed by
others. The drawback of this scheme is thal it involves per
packet proc€ssing which results in large overheads. In [9],
two acceptance algo.ithms are proposed, which are used by
the network nodes to decide whether to relay traIfic on a per

session basis, The goal of these algorithms is to balance the
energi consumed by a node in relaying traffic for others with
energy consumed by other nodes in relaying traffic and to
find an optimal trade-off between €nergy consumption and
session blocking probability. By taking decisions on a per
session basis, the per packet processing overhead of previous
schemes is eliminated. We emphasize, however, that all the
above algorithms are based on heuristics and lack a formal
fiamework to analyze the optimal trade-off between lifetime
and throughput.

In this paper, we consider a finite population of A/ nodes
(e.g., students on a campus). Each node, depending on is type
(e.g., laptop, PDA, cell phone), is associated with an average
power conslraint. This constraint cao be derived by dividing its
initial energy allocation by its lifetime expectation. we assume
that time is slotted and that each session lasts for one slot.
We deal with connection-oriented traffic. At the beginning of
each slot, a sourc€, destination and several relays are randomly
chosen out of the ,V nodes to form an ad hoc nawork (e.g.,
students in a coffee shop)- The source requests the relay nodes
in the route to forward irs traffic to the destination. lf any of
the relay nodes rejects the request, the trafiic connection is
blocked.

For each node, we define the Normalized Acceptance Rate
(NAR) as the ratio ofthe number ofsuccessful relay requests
generated by the node, to the number of relay requests made

Scalable acceptance algorithm in Wireless Ad Hoc
Networks

l. INTRoDUcrroN

Wireless ad hoc networks have matured as a viable means
to provide ubiquitous untethered communication. ln order to
enhance network connectivity, a source communicates with
far offdestinations by using intermediate nodes as relays Il,
tzl, t31, t4l. However, the limitation of finite energy supply
raises concems about the traditional beliefthat nodes in ad hoc
networks will always relay packets for each other. Consider a

user in a campus environment equipped with a laptop. As pan
of his daily activity, the user may participate in different ad
hoc networks in classrooms, the library and coffee shops. He
might expect that his battery-powered laptop will last without
recharging until the end ofthe day. When he participales in
these different ad hoc networks, he will be expected to relay

t.affic for other users. lfhe accepts all relay requests, he
might run out ofenergy prematurely. Therefore, to extend his
lifetime, he might decide to reject all relay requests. If every
user argues in this fashion, then the throughput that each user
receives will drop dramatically. We can see that there is a
trade-offbetween an individual user's lifetime and throughput.

Cooperation among nodes in an ad hoc network has been

previously addressed in t5l, t61, t7l, [E], [9]. ln [5], nodes,

which agrec to relay traflic but do not, are termed as misbe-
having. Clever means to identil! misbehaving users and avoid
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l. lntroduction

Mobile Ad-hoc neieorks, which were first deployed in the
1990s, hqve been the subject of extensive research for
mqny years. Mobile Ad-hoc Networks are mqde up of mo
or more devices thql hove ' ireless communicalions qnd
neti,orking capabililies. These devices can cornmunicate
with nodes that ore eirher within their radio range or
outside lheir radio range. In the lqfler case, the nodes
should deploy an intermediale node to act as a rouler,
rculing packets from the source to the destination.
Becouse Wireless Ad-hoc Nelworks lack a gatewalt, any
node can act as the gatewqy. Although much reseqrch has
been done in this field since the 1990s, il has frequently
been questioned whether the architecture of Mobile Ad-
hoc Nemorks is fundomentally flawed.

We take the position that Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
(MANET) are a fundamentally flawed architecture. As
argument, w€ try to clariry the definition, architecture and
the characters ofMANEI as well as the main challenges
of constructing the MANET. Although many works have
been done to solve the problem, we will show in this
paper that it is very difficult to solve these limitations
which made the Mobile Ad-hoc Networks a flawed
arch itecture.

After giving many evidences and analysis, we could see
that the key technologies of Wireless Ad-hoc Networks
were not implemented as well as we expcct. That is to say,
many problems are inherently unsolvable. Thus, we could
explain why we rake the position that Mobile Ad-hoc
Networks are flawed architecture.

Research on Wireless Ad Hoc Networks has been ongoing
for decades. The history of wireless ad hoc networks can
be traced back to the Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency (DAPRPA) packet radio networks (PRNet),
which evolved into the survivable adaptive radio networks
(SURAD) program I I ]. Ad hoc networks have play an
important role in militaD/ applications and related research
effons, for example, the global mobile information
systems (GloMo) program [12] and the near-term digital
radio (NTDR) program [l3]. R€c€nt years have seen a
new spate of industrial and commercial applications for
wireless ad hoc networks, as viable communication
equipment and portable computers become more compact
and available.

Since their emergence in 1970's, wireless networks have
become increasingly popular in the communication
industry. These networks provide mobile users with
ubiquitous computing capability and information access
regardless ofthe users' location. There are currently two
variations of mobile wir€less networl(s: infrastructured
and infrastructureless networks.

The infiastructur€d networks have fixed and wired
gateways or the fixed Base-Stations which are connected
to other Base-Stations through wires. Each node is within
the range of a Base-Station. A .,Hand-ofp' occurs as
mobile host travels out of range ofooe Base-Station and
into the range ofanother and thus, mobile host is able to
continue communication seamlessly throughout the
network. Example applications of this type include
wireless local afea networks and Mobile phone.

The other tx)e of wireless network, infrostructareless
netvork, is knows as Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
(MANET). These networks haye no fixed routers, every
node could be router. All nodes are capable ofmovement
and can be connected dynamically in arbitrary manner.
The responsibilities for organizing and controlling the

Abstract
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ABsrnacr

A n obile od h.r netuork it ,nqfu up
of pireless mobile nodes thal can corrrnunicole
wirh one anothet eilhout lhe us. ofa nefi,orh
inlrostrucTue oa cerrlrolised odrrrrmislroliotl
MANET is a ne* rctaotch o?eo $,ilh real-
t'ortd opplicdiorrt Houever, dae to

Iundar&rutt chatuderdtcs such os owr,
,rcdiar4 dynomic lopologt, digrib ed
cooperation, and conrtroined cqolilio,
*i?eless MANET is parliculorb vulnera e
Ror.ring ir crilical lo ,hc overoll sccur y oflhe
network lD geneaol, mhling s.c'ntily in
*i'"l?ss MANET| appean lo be a d f.cuh
p.o em to solve ln lhis orlicle, i,e etlmirr?
the roulinp securily hsaes of MANETS and
etomine in datail om qpe ol ollach - the
"block hd." prublem - tha, con be edsib

There has been explosive growth in the use of
wireless communications over the last few years,
from satellite transmission to home wireless per-
sonal area networks. The primary advantage of a
wireless network is the ability of tJre wireless
node to communicate with the rest of the world
while being mobile. Two basic system models
have been developed for the wireless network
paradigm. The fixed backbone wireless system
model consists of a large number of mobile
nodes and relatively fewer, but more powerful,
fixed nodes. These fixed nodes are hard wired
using landlines. The communication between a
fixed node and a mobile node within its range
occurs via the wireless medium. However, this
requires a fixed permanent infrastructure.
Another system model, tie mobile ad hoc net-
work (MANET) has been proposed to set up a
network when needed; however, the transmis-
sion range of each low-power node is limited to
each otier's proximity, and out-of-range nodes
are routed through intermediate nodes.

A MANET is considered a collection of wire-
less mobile nodes that are capable of communi-
cating with each other without the use ofa
network infrastructure or any ceDtralized admin-
istration, The mobile hosts are not bound to any
centralized control like base stations or mobile
switching centers. Although this offers unre-
stricted mobility and connectivity to the users,
the onus of network management is now entire-
Iy on the nodes that form the network Due to
the limited transmission range of wireless net-
work interfaces, multiple hops may be needed
for one node to exchange data with another
across the network. ln such a network, each
mobile node operates not only as a host but also
as a router, forwarding packets for other mobile
nodes in the network that may not be within
direct wireless transmission range of each other.
Each node participates in an ad hoc routing
protocol that allows it to discover multihop
paths through the network to any other node.
The idea of MANET is also called infrastruc-
tureless networking, since tie mobile nodes in
the network dynamically establish routing
among themselves to form their own network
on tle fly. It is formed instantaneously, and uses
multihop routing to transmit information.
MANET technolory can provide an extremely
flexible method of establishing communications
in situations where geographical or terrestrial
constraints demand a totally distributed network
system without any fixed base station, such as

battlefields, military applications, and other
emergency and disaster situations. A sensor net-
worh which consists of several thousand small
low-powered nodes with sensing capabilities, is
one of the futuristic applications of MANET.
Figure 1 shows example applications of wireless
MANETs. Obviously, security is a critical issue
in such areas.

However, recent wireless research indicates
that tJle wireless MANET presents a larger secu-
rity problem than conventional wired and wire-
less networks [1, 2]. While most oft]e underlying
features make MANETs useful and popular.

First, all signals go through bandwidth-con-
strained wireless links in a MANET. which
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Abstract The adoption of llireless Seraor Networks has incre.tsed in recenl years due to lheir diverse applications in a
variety offields. A wireless sensor network is created by connecting a large number of sensor nodes. Each sensor node in
the network monitors vqrioLt pqramelers such as temperqture, hunidity, anbient light, gos, and so on and sends the dala
to the m1slq node. Despite their numerous applications and diverse uses, ser5or netnork' sufet from a variely of
shorlcomings such as energt, localization, securily, self-organiz(ttion, fault tolerance, and many olhers. As a result, various
reseqrchers around lhe world are conducting rigorous research and developmenl to develop new algorithms, protocols,
and lechniques to ma*e llSN networks more efrcient and reliable- Testing of the developed technique is requited prior to
live inplementation.

Keywords Wireless Sensor Networks, Simulation Tools, Comparison, Performance Evaluation, Network Simulator

l. Introduction
The end users are facilitated with the data fiom the sensor via
some website or some application in the console terminal.

In recent years, tons of new and advanced research has
been done and is also picking up in the area of Wireless
Sensor Networks [ ] and this area is also catching the viral
attention of researchen from all parts of the world for
developing wide applications and making use of WSN
networks in varied fields. Wireless Sensor Nefwork
comprises ofa large number ofsensor nodes having sensing
and computing capabitities and are deployed in random
manner. Each of the sensing devices in WSN network is
called MOTE [2].

The following figure shows a view of simple wireless
sensor network. Wireless sensor network [4] consists ofone
or more base stations known as gateways, a number ofsensor
nodes and end user. The output generated by one node is
wirelessly ransmitted to the base station for data collection,
analysis and logging. Each and every node in the Wireless
Sensor Network acts as router for transmitting the
information from source node to sink node U22)ll23l It2Sl.

Figurc l. Stnple Wireless Sensor Netwo.k

Sensor Networks face various kinds of issues which
normally don't occur in other sorts of networks [14] like
power constraints, resource constraints, hardware
availability, low communication range, limited processing
and storage, cost etc.

As the cost, time and complexity involved in the
deployment as well as implementation in such networks is
very high, so developers preferably like to get first-hand
information on feasibility and reflectivity which is very
important for implementation of system before hardware
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A Security threat analysis of Wireless Sensor Networks
Applications
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Absta*- ryireless communication technologies conlinue to
advance al a rapid pace. In recenl years, there has been o

signilicant increase in research in he rteld of u/ireless sensor

networks (WSNs). WSNi communicate using srytially distribuled,
autonomous sensor nodes thal are equipped to sense specifc
info ndlion. WSNs are used in a vide range of military ond
civilian applications atound the world. I)elecling enemy inEusion

on the bat WeA obiect trachng, habital moniloring, polienl
monitoring, ondlre detection ore sorne etarnples- Sensot net\|or*s
arc emerging a an appeoling technologt tvith greal Iuture
potenlial. Hovel/er, issues concerning coveroge and deploynenl,

scalabilily, quality-of-senice, size, cornpulational power' e erg/
efiiciency, ond security must still be oddressed. This PaWr
provides an overview ofthe vaious vireless applicaliotts.

I ndct Terns-Nel*orh Security, Sensor' Wircless.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) U I [2] is a wireless

network consisting of spatially distributed autonomous

deyices that use sensoB to monitor physical or environmental

conditions. These autonomous devices, or nodes, combine

with routers and a gateway to create a tlpical WSN system.

The disnibuted measurement nodes communicate wirelessly

to a central gateway, which provides a connection to the

wired world where you can collect, process, analyze, and

present your measurement data. To extend distance and

reliability in a wireless sensor network, you can use routers to

gain an additional communication link between end nodes

and the gateway. Currently, wireless sensor networks are

beginning to be deployed at an accelerated pace. It is not

unreasonable to expect that in l0- l5 years that the world will

be covered with wireless sensor n€tworks with access to them

via the lntemet (Figure-l). This can b€ considered as the

lntemet becoming a physical network. This new technology

is exciting with unlimited potential for numerous application

areas including environmental, medical, military'

transportation, €ntertainment, crisis management, homeland

defense, and smart sPaces.

Salor iddt \
sra$r nod?5

It. APPLICATTONS OF WIREI,ESS SENSOR NETWORKS

A. Military or Border Surveillance Applications

Figure.l Accessing WSNS through Interret.

The major challenges to be addressed in WSNs are

coverage and deployment, scalability, quality- of- service'

size, computational power, energy eflciency and security[3].

Among these challenges, security is a major issue in wireless

sensor networks. Most of the threats and attacks against

security in wireless networks are almost similar to their wired

counterparts while some are exacerbated with the inclusion

of wireless connectiYity. In fact, wireless nelworks are

usually more vulnerable to various security threats as the

unguided nansmission medium is more susceptible to

security attacks than those of the guided fansmission

medium. The broadcast nature of the wireless

communication is a simple candidate for eavesdropping ln

this paper we present an overview of the applications and

security issues relating to Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs)'

I I
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lntemet

,

\
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WSNs are becoming an integral pan of military

command. control, communication and intelligence

systems. Sensors can be deployed in a battle field to

monitor the presence offorces and vehicles, and track their

movements, enabling close surveillance of opposing forces'
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Abstrqc-t- Sensor technoloqgt has rapidly expanded in
recenl yeors, while sensor devices hwe become more
aJfordable. This hqs resulted in o rqpid inteose in the use of
sensors lo monitor lhe condition of syslems, stuctures,
vehicles, qnd mochinery. Recent qdvancements in networking
lechnologies such as wireless comuunicalion and mobile ad
hoc nefieorking, os well a: device integration technolog/, qre

critical fuctors. WSNs con be used to monitor railway
infrqstructure such as bridges, rqil trQcks, track beds, and
track equipment, qs well as vehicle health such qs chossis,

bogies, wheels, aru) waggont Condition monitoring redtces
the need for human inspections lhrough aulomaled
monilo ng, lovers mqintenance costs by detecting fuuhs
before they escalqte, and improves sqfety qnd rcliability. This

is critical for growth, improvement, and expansion.

Index Tennc-Asset mrnagemenq condition mooitoring, deci-
sioo support systettts, event detection, mrintcnance engioeering,
preveotivc mrintctr.nce, raihvay engineering, wireless sensor net-
work (WSNs).

I. INTRoDtlc l'loN

Ilt XPERTS estimate that the railway industry will receive

lL US$300 billion worth ofglobal investmenl lor devel-

opment, upgrading, and expansion over the five years fiom
2009 [43]. Ollier [98] noted that effectiv€ management ofrail
inflastructure will be vital to this development, upgrading, and

expansion, particularly if coupled with a move to intelligent
infrastructure [39]. A key part ofthe management will be con-

dition monitoring. Condition monitoring detects and identifies

deterioration in structures and infiastructure before the deterio-

ration causes a failure or prevents rail operations. In simple con-

dition monitoring, sensors monitor the condition ofa structure

or machinery. Ifthe sensor readings reach a predetermined limit
or fault condition. then an alarm is activated. However. lhis sim-

plistic approach may lead to a large number offalse alarms and

missed failures [36]. It only provides local analysis but does not

take advantage ofthe superior capabilities when the sensors are

networked and their data processed collectively. Integrated data

processing allows an overall picture of an asset's condition to be

achieved and overall condition trends to be determined [971.
ln recent years, networking technologies such as wireless

communication and mobile ad hoc netwotking coupled with
the technology to integrate devices have rapidly developed.

The new technologies allow vast numbers of distributed sen-

sors to be networked t5l, t6l, t371, 1451, U22] to constantly

monitor machin€s, systems, and environments. Wireless sensor

networks (WSNs) [5], [34] are wireless networks of spatially

distributed and autonomous devices. They use sensors to co-

operatively monitor infiastructure, structures, and machinery.

A typical WSN for railway applications is shown in Fig. l.
Each sensor node generally has a radio transceiver, a small

microcontroller, and an energy source, usually a battery (see

Section Il-C for more detail). WSNs and data analytics allow

the railways to tum data into intelligence [43]. They provide

decision support through continuous real-time data capture

and analysis to identiry faults [52]. The data from distributed

s)stems such as sensor netlvorks are constantly monitored using

classification [56], [57], prediction [85], or anomaly detection

[61] to determine the current and future status ofthe distributed

network. Lopez-Hi guera et al. [78] developed a staircase of

Doto

Database

S€nror
Node

Eare

Station

FiB. L Figure shows a tr?ical WSN setup for railway condition monitoting
Sensor devices are mounted on boatG attached to the objert being monitored:

examples include tacli. bridges, or I?in mechanics Onc or more senso6 are

mounted on a sensor board (node) (se€ also Fig. 2). The sensor nodes communi-
cate with lhe base stalion using a wireless transmission protocol: examples in_

clude Bluetmth and wi-Fi- The base station collal$ data and trelsmits it to the

contml c€nter s€rver possibly through salellite or CPRS. There arc vatiations

on this sefup ln some slstems. tie sensor nodes may communicate directly
with the server rather than via the base statior. In other systems. the user ac-

cesses lhc dala directly via the base statio4.
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Absfiacl - Device deplowen, is a crilical aspect of WSN

provisioning. Many intinsic properties ofa llSN, such as coterage,
connectirily, cost, atd lifetine, arc determined by the ttqs, number,

and location of devices. In this papeL we investigate the problem of
optinal WSN deploynenl with the goal of ninimising netia)ork cost

under lilelime conslraints. We tqlk aboul and identify the

characterislics of a specirtc W of WSN applicatioh. The end gools
of devi@ deployrnent for such applicatiois arc Prese ted and

discussed. In o practical ad lundanenml scenario, we refine a
deployment problem. The minimum sel cotering problem is used lo
model this problen. A deterministb deplowenl srruteg) is proposed

based on a recwsiw algorithm.
Xqi'ords: Wircle!,s Sensor N.tworks, Cost' l,ifctime'

Covcrage, ConDcctivity, Dcploym.nt, Miitimum Set Covcring

I. INTRODUCTION

A WSN has two major functions, i.e., sensing and

communication, That is, the sensors sense (proactiv€ly or
reactively) the environment and report the dala to the end-user.

Coverage and connectivity are the factors that determine the

efficacy of sensing and communication, respectively.

'suBASH CHANDRA sAHoo,
Sakunro lo.Sulorsan I n srt arc ol I ec hrcIog.

Motwbha\, Odtsho. I n liu

This paper aims at th€ deployment stratesi of a type of
WSNs in civilian applications, such as, building automation,

residential control, commercial control, industrial conhol, and

etc. For example, a WSN can foster a smart space which is
"watched" by various inter-connected sensors to provide

building automation. The various physical quantities measured

and reported by the sensor nodes will enable an efficienl
management of lighting, heating, ventilating, air conditioning,
surveillance, €ta. From this example, the major features of
typical civilian applications can be summarized as follows:

l) Pre.fixed or trace.ble scnsiog spots. The sensing spots

are application determined and known a priori when planning

a WSN. In such a case, the location and the number of sensor

nodes are determined. For instanc€, motion control sensors can

be deployed at the entrance of a room so that the light can be

tumed on automalically when people walk in; temperature

sensors can be placed in each room so that the heating and

cooling can be automatically adjusted for each room at

individual preferences.

2) Co'existence of heterogeneous devices. A civilian WSN

usually consists of a large number of small size devices. Each

device will take different duties, such as sensing different

physical quantitative, routing and relaying, data processing

ind aggregating clustering and coordinating. On the other

hand, manufacturen of different €xpertise can provide

products with different functions at different pric.e. For

ixample, of the 70 members in ZigBee Alliance nowadays,

Honeyrarell and Omron specialize in sensing and control, while

Motorola and Samsung are famous for their networking

technology [Zigbee]. These products may also be different in
power supply, computation abiliry, communication range, etc'

We consider construating a WSN by utilizing the diversified

devices. Based on the characleristics ofthe WSN applications

presented above, we assume the sensing sPots ar€ known in

advance. The heterogeneity of devices raises a challenge on

how to sumciently and fairly utilize the resources of different

devices, so that the network lifetime is extended.

A sensing field is considered to be completely covered if
every point in the field (regular or irregular area) is within the

sensing range of an active sensor in a desired degree. The

demanded coverage is ensured by a deployment strategy,

which determines where to place what type of sensor node (in

case of heterogeneous networlq nodes are different by sensing

capabitity, communication capability, power capacity, etc). A
WSN is considered to be fully coroected if all nodes can

deliver their data to the destination, such as a Base Stalion

(BS) [Sch03]. Deployment and communication mechanisms

are two cfitical techniques tojointly provide connectivity.

Other major concems of a WSN, fiom a user's point of
vieu are cost and lifetime. They are ofthe essential criteria to

evaluate a WSN or choose a WSN design from a number of
candidates. It is desirable to have a WSN function for a

guaranteed tifespan ar a minimum cost, or operat€ as long as

f,ossibte under a certain cost budget. Generally, reducing the

ievice cost and prolonging the network lifetime may b€

contradictory to each other. For example, lifetime can be

extended by upgrading the battery capacity of devices or

increasing itt" nu.U". of nodes. Either of the two methods

leads to an increase of device cost. A well designed

deployment strategy and appropriate communication
mechanism can achieve a desired tradeoff between the two
factors.
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Aktact - Wireless Sensor Network ASN) is a new

technolog/ lhd hoAs greot profiise fq o vdriely of future
applicdtiotts, lvth cil/ilian ond military. The combirution of
sensing lechnologt, processinE poweL oid wireless

cornmunication ,na*es il lucralive Ior ilure use. The use of
\atireless communication lechnolog) also inlroduces new

securily risks. The puryose of this papet is to look into security
issues and challenges in wireless serrsor netu)orks. lle etamine
propxed security mechonisms lor wireless sensot networks and

identily sectity lhreats. lfe olso talk aboul hote to take a
holistic approach lo securily lo ensare latered and robust
securily in wireless sensor netu)orks. WSN provisioning is

fundanehlally ancemed with deploy enl. Ma y i rinsic

goperties ofa syslem ate detennined by the types, number, and

locotions of devices .

firypordr S.nsor. S.cudty, Aat .lg Holtulic' Ch.ll.trgc.

l. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are emerging as both an

impo ant new tier in the lT ecosystem and a rich domain of
active research involving hardware and system design,

networting distributed alSorithms, programming models,

data management, security and social factors Il l. [2], [31. The

basic idea of sensor network is to disperse tiny sensing

dcvices; which are capable of s€nsing some changes of
incidenlyparameters and communicating with other devices'

over a specific geographic area for some specific purposes like

target tracking, surveillance, environmenal monitoring etc.

Today's sensors can monitor temperalure, pressure, humidity,
soil makeup, vehicular movement, nois€ levels, lighring
conditions, the presenc€ or absenct of certain kinds ofobjects
or substanc€s, mcchanical stress levels on altached objects,

and othcr prop€rties [41. ln case ol wireless sensor network

the communicalion among the sensors is done using wireless

transceivers. 'fhe a$ractive features of the wireless sensor

networks altracted many researchers to work on various issues

related to these types ofnetworks. However, while thc routing

sbategies and wireless sensor network modeling are getting

much preference. the securir; issues are yel lo recei\e

extensive focus. In this papsr, wc explore the security issues

and challenges lbr next geoeralion wireless sensor networks

and diwuss the crucial pafirmeters that require extcnsive

hvestigations.
Basically the major challenge for employing any efficient

security scheme in wireless s€nsor network is created by the

'HTRENDRANATE swAtN,
P admas h rc e K rut art h aA c hary q
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size of sensors, consequently the proc€ssing powcr, mcmory
and tt'pe oftasks expected from the sensors. We discuss these

issues and challenges in this paper. To address the critical
security issues in wireless sensor networks wc lalk aboul
crlptogmphy, steganography and other basics of network
security and their applicability in Section 2. we explore
various types of threas and attack against wirelcss scnsor

nctwork in Sectioo 3. Section 4 reviews the related works and

proposed schemes conceming security in WSN and also

introduces the view of holislic security in WSN. FiDally

Scction 5 concludes the paper detineating the research

challenges and future trends toward the research in wireless

sensor network s€curity.

2. Feasibility of Basic Security Schemes in Wireless
Sensor Networks

Secudty is a broadly used term encompassing the

characteristics ol' authenticalion, integrity, privacy'

nonrepudiation, and anti-playback [5]. the more the

dependency on the inlbrmation provided by the networks has

been increascd, the more the risk ol'securt transmission of
information over the networks has increased. For the securc

transmission of various t)'pes of information over nelworks,
several crlptographic, steganographic and other techniques

are used which are well known.ln this section, we discuss thc

network security fundamentals and how the techniques are

meant lbr wireless sensor networks.

2.1 Cryptogrrphy

The encryption-decryption techniques devis€d for the

traditional wired networks are not feasible m be applied

directly for the wireless neh{orks and in particular for wireless

sensor networks. wSNs consist of tiny senson which really

suffer lrom the lack ofprocessing memory and banery power

t6l, t7l, t81, [91. Applying any encr]Ttion scheme requires

transmission of extra bits, hence extra processing. memorl

and battery power which are very important resowces for the

sensors' longevity. Applyingth€ securily mechanisms such as

encryption could also increase delay, jiter and packet loss in

wireless s€nsor networks 0l. Moreover, some critical
questions aris€ whon apptying encryption schemes to WSNS

tike, how the keys are generated or disseminated. tlow the

keys are managed, revoked, assigned to a new sensor added to

lhe network or renewed for ensuring robust secuity for llte



An Overview of defence related applications of wireless sensor
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Abstract- This paper provides an overview of wireless sensor
netteork opplications in defence (llSNs} The operotional
conlext of modern militqry engagement hos evolved into four
scenarios, eqch with ils ou)n sel of requirements and
constraints for llSN applicotions. The types of sensors and

their capabilities determine (rnd linit lhe application ofllSNs.
We calegorise mililary WSN applications based on oPerotion
scenarios and sewor types, and we describe key clqsses. l{e
also talk about future generations of mililory WSN

applicotioE in lerms ofresearch and engineering-
Ket'votds-wirdess sensor ndworks; boal4ield; utbqn; olher-

,harr-i,ar; lorce pmtedion; PrPsence; CBRNE; runging; iaaging

I. lN'rRoDUCTloN

Communications is present in almost all aspects of military
operations I l]. It is important in th€ distribution of commands

and ensures distribution of logistical information, intelligence

and data from sensors. In this work, we survey military
applications based on collecting data fiom sensors by use of
wireless sensor networks (WSNs).

Military communications, by any means, must be

maintained in the area and time where needed Il]. [n general,

they should be resistant to jamming, direction finding and other

eleitronic warfare threats, and provide end-to-end message

security. This also holds for mititary WSN communications'

In a common baulefield scenario of military engagement

there is a well-known and well-defined enemy, in the air, on

land or at sea. However, recent experience has revealed more

scenarios, such as truly worldwide operalions, operations in

urban environment, and operations other than war (OTW) e'g'

oeacekeeoinq and disastei relief Il l. We consider applications

lf wSNt in i large area battlefield ( but not worldwide). urbg
warfare, OTW aid force protection. The latter intersects wi0r

the first three scenarios. Itirequirements are discussed in [2]'

The capabilities of military WSN applications depend not

onlv on wireless communications fulfilling the requirements

mentioned above, but also on the capabilities of sensors' The

sensors measure various physical phenomena Some of the

most important in military applications are electromagnetic
waves, light, pressure and sound, which result from gunhre and

explosions. Sensors can detect and possibly measure chemical,
biological and explosive vapor, as well as presence of people

or objects. We will use the sensor capabilities as one of key
determ inants of the type of military application of WSNs.

lrresp€ctive of the scenario and the sensor rype, the WSNS

are mostly useful in providing a cost-€ffective method of
gathering information about the environment, and actors in that

invironment []. In the cases ofbattlefield, urban warfare and

force protection, the use of WSNS can reduce the uncertainty
over where the enemy forces will be deployed or what role

they wilt be fulfilting. ln OTW scenarios, the use of WSNs can

reduce uncertainty over where the population which needs to

be protected is, and which areas are at risk ofnatural disaster.

The data measured by sensors is sent fiom the sensor nodes

to one or more gateways, after possible pre-processing. The

satewavs can orovide data fusion, additional data processing

td the reach-uack capability [2]: near real time connection via

longer range wireless transmissions or satellite linksl and asyn-

chr6nous data transfer to passing unmanned aerial vehicles'

A tiered WSN archit€cture for military surveillance

applications is proposed in [3]. The hierarchical architecture is

built using senior-nodes with shon-range radio and wireless
gatewavs with wireless long-haul connectivity' This

ir.t'it.itur. affords greater agility and expandability. with

oossible operations from a small-scale single cluster of sensor

irodes ro many chained con-oections spanning a large area [3I

The communication archilectures influence the coverage

and connectivity of WSNs, which in tum set the performance^

and limitations;f military applications of WSNs A survey of
coverage in WSNs and related issues is provided in [4]'

The rest of the pap€r is structured as follows' Section Il'
oresents a classificatibn of military applicatioos of WSNs'

lection lll. describes the main classes identified in Seclion lI'
Section lV. Dresents a discussion o[ research and engineering

ih"ll"rg.. in military applications of WSNs Section V'

concludes the paper.
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Absrract- Recent technolog:ical advancemenls hove encouraged
researcheB to be oplimistic about the viabilir* ofwireless sensor

netrotks (WSNS). These are being used for a wriely of
opplicalions and lave enormous research lmtentiol. Hov)ever' due

to lhe multidisciplinory nolure of lhis fteld, researchers foce
nurnerous lechnical chollenges. This paper profides on overuie )

ofthe brood research issues and chollenges involwd in the desigh

of WSNJi Energt consenation en erges as one of he most critical
ospects in hord\9qre and aftware design issues, casling doubl on

the owrall viobiliry of llSNs. Ahe naiot issues include

srycialised hardware, soft*are, and operating systems,

strtchrcnisalion, QoS, sedtily, architecture, and &lo collection
vith low cotirnunication ond co pulatiort cosls.

Xe\ootds- lfSN, issues, challenge$, secLrily' QoS, manogcment

many othe. real life applications [3,4] for sensor

deplo).ments.
Wireless sense and control technology is being utilized to

bridge the gap baween the physical world ofhumans and the
virtual world of electronics. WSNs hold the potential to
provide low cost solution for the problems in mititary,
medical and climatic conditions, The dream is to
automalically monitor and respond to forest fires,
avalanches, hurricanes, faults in countrywide utility
equipments, traffic, hospitals and much more wide areas and

with billions of sensors. Howwer, owing to limited storage

capacity and power of sensor nodes, numerous research

isiues and challenges are being faced by researchers while
sesing up a workable sensor network. This research paper
prese,tts an exploratory summary of these challenges and

aonstraints for the overall benefit of researchen working in
this challenging area in the following secrion.

II. RESEARCH ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN
WSNS

Major issues that atTect the design and performance ofa
wireless sensor network are as follows;

I. IM'RODUCTION

In recent years, development and deployment ofwireless
sensor networks (WSNS) is growing on rapid pace, Wireless

Sensor Network I.2l consists of large number of sensor

nodes (small and cost effective sensing devices with wireless

radio transceiver) over a wide area mainly to monitor the

environment that does not have infrastructure like power
supply, wired intemet connection and without human

interaaion. Each sensor node. having one or more sensors. is

capable to collect, compute and communicate lo other nodes.

Sensor nodes are capable ofsensing physical parameten like
temperature, humidity. chemical composition elc. fiom the

5ensing field. The sensed data is then processed at node level

or cluiter level and communicated to sink or base station

senerallv referred as collection points. Rapid deployment.

ielf organization, high sensing fidelity. flexibilhy. low cost

and fault tolerance characteristics of wSNs make them a

very promising sensing technique for various applications'

WSNs are very useful to collect information from those areas

where it is difficult to reach and are seldom accessible'

Promising applications of WSN include wide area

monitoring foi personnel/ vehicles, secure area intrusion

monitorin; and dcnial, environmental monitoring, animal

habitats, ;igration, forest fires, natural disasters, subsea

monitoring, 6uilding monitoring, vehicle traffic monitoring
and controi, remote iite power substalion monitoring, patient

monitoring, smart home and inventory management and

Energy: Sensont require power for various
operations. Energy [5,6] is consumed in data
collection, data processing, and data

communication; also, continuous listening to the

medium for faithful operation demands a large

amount ofenergy by node components (CPU, radio,

etc.) even ifthey are idle. Batteries providing power

need to b€ changed or recharged after they have

been consumed. Sometimes it becomes difficult to

recharge or change the batteries because of
demographic conditions. The most crucial research

challenge for the wSN researchers is to design,

develop and implement ener5/ effici€nt hardware

and software protocols for WSN5.

Self Matrrgement: Wireless sensor networks once

deoloved should be able lo work without any

hurnan intervention. lt should be able to manage the

network configuration, adaptation' maint€nance,

and repair by itself[7,8].

Hardware aod Softw&e lssues: Sensor Networks

consists of hundreds of thousands of nodes' It is

oreferred only ifthe node is cheap. Flash memory is

advised to be used in sensor networks as it ls

An optimistic approach for resolving the issues in Wireless
Sensor Networks
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Monitoring through Wireless Sensor Networks - A
Survey
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AbstrfucT- ttsNs are spattully disrylsed independe t sensots thal

track physical objects or monitor e uitonfienlal data and collectieely

trahsmit the data lo a master slalion. ,fSN is used in a variery of
applicaliohs, including anbnal taching, precision agriculture,

em)ironnrenlal moniloring, security and swveil lance, smart bui ldings,

and health care. This paper presents vatious WSN applicalions loith

the gool of diswniuling rorious llSN applicotions lor lhe reseorch

cornmunity's better understanding of WSN applications in furthet
innollotive Jields.

.INTRoDUCTtoN

WSNS are built of nodes which consist of a radio transceiver,

microcontroller and sensors. Sensors having different
applications can be used so that it can perform well in any area.

Mainly senson are classified according to the readiness for
field deployment that focuses in the field deployment in terms

of economy and engineering efficiency, scalability and cost.

The main categories of sensors are given as physical, chemical

and biological sensors. The Wireless Sensor Networks consist

of data ac4uisition network and dara distribution network. The

network will be managed and controlled by a central station.

The data acquisition network in the wireless sensor network is

used to acquire data fiom different fields. The acquired data is

transmitted to the master station by means of different wireless

distribution techniques. The wireless distribution techniques

include transmission using cellular phones, Computers,

WLAN, WI - Fi etc. Once the acquired data reaches thc master

station, the data is analyzed and further processing is done. The

main characteristics of WSN includes: energy harvesting

ability to cope with node failure, mobility of nodes,

heterogeneity of nodes, scalability to large scale deployment,

ability to withstand harsh environmental conditions and ease of
use. The mentioned fealures ensure a wide range ofapplication
of sensor networks. The main applicalion areas of a wireless

sensor netwotk can be classified as shown in Fig I and its

objectives are given in table l.

I. WSN APPLI(]AI'IONS

A ) P recisi on A gicul ture
Precision agricutture aims at building cultural operalions more

resourceful, while reducing environmental impact. The

information collected from sensors is used to appraise most

favorable sowing density, estimate fertilizers and other inputs

needs, and to more precisely predict crop yields. WSN plays
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ABSTRACT
IPv6 over Low Power Wireless Personol Area Networks
(6LoWPAN) has accelerated lhe ln ernet integrqtion of
Wireless Sensor Networks (llSNs) and smart objects.
Simultaneously, the Constrained Applicalion Protocol
(CoAP) has enabled the provision of RESTful web service

functionalily lo resource-constqined devices, allowing
ll/SNs and smart objects to be integrated with the lleb. The

use of Web services on top of lP-based IISNs improves
solheqle reasabilily and reduces applicalion development
conplexity. RESTful IVSNs are the foctts of this worlc It
describes CoAP, highlights the nain diferences with
HTTP, qnd reports lhe results of a simple experiment
demonslraling the advanlages ofCoAP over HTTP in terms
of power consumption. The paper also discusses the design
qnd dev e I opm e nl pr oc esses.

Keywords
Web applications, Web ofThiogs. REST, CoAP.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in Wircless Sensor Network (wSN) technolos/
and the use of the Intemet Protocol (lP) in resource constmined
devices has radically chaoged lhe loternet la[dscape. Trillions of
smart objects will be connected to the Intemet to form the so

called Intemel of Things (loT). The IoT will connect physical
(analogic) environments to th€ (digital) Intemet. unleashing

exciting possibilities ard cballenges for a variety of application
domains, such as smart metering, e-health logistics, building and

home automation [7].

The use of IP lechnology on emb€dded devices has been recently
promoted by the work of the IP for Smart Objects (IPSO)

Alliancet, a cluster of major lT/telecom players aod wireless
silicon vendors. At the same time, the Intemet Engioeeriog Task

Force (-IETF) has done substartial standardization activity oD

IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks

2VIMA LENKA,
PNS School OfEngineering &

Technology, Kendrapara,
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(6LoWPAN) [8]. This oew standard enables the use of IPv6 in
Low-power and Lossy Networks (Lt,Ns), such as those based on
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [101. In addition to 6LowPAN. IETF
Routing over lnw-power and Lossy networks (ROLL) Working
Group ha^s designed and specified a new lP rouling pmtocol for
smart object intemetworking. The protocol is called IPv6 Routing
Protocol for Low-power and Lossy networks (RPL) [91.

One of the major b€nefits of IP based networking in LLNS is to
enable the use of stardard web service architecfures without using
application gateways. As a cons€quencer smart objects will oot
only be integrated with the intemet but also witb the Web. This
integration is defined as the Web ofThings (WoT). The advantage
ofthe WoT is thal smart object applications can be built on top
Representational State Transfer (REST) architectures. REST
architectures allow applications to rely on loosely coupled
services which can be shared and reused. In a REST architecturc a
resource is an abslraction controlled by the server and identified
by a (lniversal Resource ldentifier (URI). The resources are

decoupled by the services and ther€fore remurces can be

arbitraiily represented by means of varior.rs formats, such as XML
or JSON. The resources are accessed and manipulated by an

application protocol based on clienL/server request/responses-
REST is not tied to a particular application protocol. However,
the vast majority of REST architectures nowadays us€ I{ypertext
Traflsfer Protocol (HTTP). HTTP manipulates resources by means

of its methods GEi", POST. P UT, etc 161.

REST architectures allow toT aod Machine-ro-Machine (M2M)
applications to be developed on top ofweb services which cao be

shared and reused. The seDsots become abstracl tesources

identified by URls, .epresent€d with arbitrary formats and

manipulated with the same methods as HTTP. As a consequence,

RESTful WSNs drastically reduce the application development
complexity.

The use of web service in LLNs is not stmightforward as a
consequence ofthe dillerences betwee[ Internet applications and

loT or M2M applications. loT or M2M applications are short-
lived and web services reside in battery operated devices which
most oflhe time sleep and wakeup only when there is data traffic
to be exchalged. In addition, such applicalions require a multicast
and asynchronous communicalion compared to the unicast and

synchronous approach ofstandard Intemet applications Il ll.
The lntemet Engineering Task Forcc (IETF) Constrained

RESTful environmeols (CoRE) Working Group has done major
sta[dardization work for introducing the web service paradigm

into networks of smart objecls. The CoRE group has defined a

REST based web transf€r protocol called Constrained Application
Protocol (CoAP). CoAP includes the HTTP functionalities which

have been re-designed taking into account the low processing

power and energy consumption constraiots of small embedded
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ABSTRACT

The puryose ol ,his pqer k to discuss the otemll
porentiol of toireles$ sensot nodes and nefi'orking in
n analoaTurlng enirunrrrent$. A sPecd,c cttse study ,hal
detetoped the enabling irrltt strudarc fot MEM&
accelerometer-bosed rronitoring of ,nochine lool
vibrolions is descibed- The cose slady's focus toos ,rot on
rab.ation onalysis per se Eryeriments werc condacled
inslead ,o demonsrrole lha, vircless sensor ietworks,
and theh individuol wireless sensor pldlonns, could
proide nev ,ools lor research in prcdic'titc m4iltenonce
and corrdition-based noaitoing of Jaaorynachinery in
general, and Iot "open architecfrtre mochining syslems"
in Nrticular. The case sludy ,esrs rcvealed a linear
rclaionship beh,een surlace Jinish, tool weaa atd
mochine lool vibrallons. Thus, a MEMgocceleromeleF
based ltSN plotlonn sapPorled bt the WSN was

demonsrraled.

wireless sensor networks (WSNS) are ad hoc
local area networks (LANS) created from small,
inter-connected wireless platforms. Each
platform canies sensors suitable for the desired
industrial, residential, or civil application. Often,
the small hardware platforms are colloquially
refened to as smalt dusl andlot moles because
of their miniature size. The research community
has enthusiastically embraced wsNs-for
example, see articles on ambient intelligence by
Basten et al. 2003 and Mukherjee et al. 2006;
and the well-known Scientific Ameican a.l.icle
written by M. Weiser (1991) on ubiquilous
computing. This enthusiasm has consequenlly
spurred the commercial availability of the
hardware platforms and system software, such
as TinyOS (Hill and Culler 2002). New
companies have been formed around the
technology and successful prototype systems
have been installed for low duty-cycle
temperature monitoring in commercial buildings
where radio transmission is relatively robust
(see Conner 2006 for a list of commercial
websites). Such'early adopters' will hopefully
create experience and know-how that will

facilitate the wider adoption of wireless sensor
networks. Even in non-manufacturing settings
(for example, the energy monitoring in buildings)
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Absrract- Wilh advancemenls in utircless lechaolog) and digitol
electronics, some sfioll devices have be5yn to be used in a voriely of
eterydq) siltrotions. These det ices haw the ability to sense, cotupule,
and communicate. They ore lypically nade up of lov-power radios, a
number ofsmort sensors, and embedded CPUs (Cenlral Pftrcessing
tlnils). Thase detices arc used to creote a t)ireless sensot netporl
ASNI tehich is rcquied for sensing services dhd monilorihg
environmental conditions. Parallel lo lfsNs, lhe concepl of internet
of things (loT) is being developed, where loT can be detined as an
interconneclion between idenliJiable devices in sensing and
moniloring prccesses via an inlenel corueclion. This paper provides
a cornprehensive overview of WSNs It also evaluales lfSN
technologt and choracrerislics. It also includes a rcliev).

Index Terms- Wirelcss Sen3or Networks, lnterftt of 'fhings.
S€osor Nodc, Ad-ho. Ncttvork, WSN Se.urity, loT.

l. lNrRoDUc]roN

'W'* 
,n" rapid technological development of wireless

t€chnology and embedded electronics, Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSNs) have started to attract res€archers' interest.
A typical WSN is composed oftiny devices which are knovm
as nodes. These nodes include embedded CPU. limited
compdational power and some smart sensors. With these

sensors, Nodes are used to monitor sunounding environmental
factors such as humidity, pressure, heat and vibration.
Typically, a node in any WSN contains sensor interface,
computing unit, transceiver unit and power unit. These units
perform crucial tasks by making nodes able to communicate
among each other to transmit data obtained by their sensors.

Communication between the nodes is necessary to have a

centralized system. The necessity of this system leads to
development ofthe notion of intemet ofthings (loT). With the
notion of loT. immediate access lo environmental data
becomes feasible. So that in numerous ptocesses, efficiency
and productivity inareases dramatically.

In this papq, a detailed overview of WSNs is given. The

objectives of this paper are assessing WSNs technologr and

characteristics, reviewing WSNs applications and providing

information on the challenges and future of WSNs. Section2
stafls with the definition of WSNs and it provides the
architectue of WSNs. Scction3 gives historical background of
WSNs and Section4 explains how WSNs work. In Section5
advantages and disadvantages of WSNS are listed. Section6
provides information on application of WSNs and SectionT
addresses the challenges of WSNs security and privacy.
Lastly, Section E addresses the future trends of WSNS and IoT
appl ications.

l[. WHAT rs A wsN?

Typically, a WSN can be defined as a network ofnodes that
work in a cooperative way to sense and control the
environment surrounding them. These nodes are linked via
wireless media. Nodes use this connection to communiaate
arnong €ach other. The architecture ofa typical WSN consists

of following 3 components: sensor nodes, gateway and
observer (user). Sensor nodes and gateways constitute the
sensor field. Cateways and obseryers are interconn€cted via
special networks or more commonly via intemet (please see

Fig. I ).

o_o
ooo .-t.

Uscr A User Z

Conceptually a WSN is based on a simple equation which

(rr,D

Fig. I Wireless Senso. Network (wSN)

Sansor Noda
NGtwork3
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Some applications of Wireless Sewor Netwofis (WSN;) to aulomobiles are identified, and lhe use of Crossbow MICAZ motes
operating at 2.4 GHz with TittyOS support is considered. These llSNs ore designed lo meosure, process, and pra,ide various
types of informalion to users while driving. Examples include acceleration andfuel consumption, identifcation of incorrect tyre
prcssure, illumination vefificqlion, and evaluation ofthe driver's vitdl signals. A brief weniew of llSN concepts is pnnided, as
well as the development of the wireless serrsor network ilse$ Calibration curves were creared, allowingfor the meosurement of
luminous inensity and temperolure in the qppropriale units. Aspects of architeclure definition and prolocol
seleaion/implementation are discfised.

Kcwords: ldircl.3s saosor natworks, applications, IIICAZ fiotc3, iutomobilc, rrchilcctuEg, protocols

I INTRODUCTIoN

\ TOWADAYS. the need to collect. interpret and act on

I\ ,"ut-ri.. data gains increasing interest. However. to
colled data using typical wired sensor networks has

always been expensive, owing to installation and maintenance
costs, and is limited in is range.

Although past wireless measurement solutions have been
elusive, the spreading ofthe use of wireless sensor networks
(WSNS) is in fast development. WSN is a term used to
describe an emerging class of embedded communication
products that provide redundant, fault-tolerant wireless
connections between sensors, actuators and controllers. The
large amount of research projects in this area allows for the
existence of better tiny hardware devices with reduced
cost/size, and improvemenls in software performance. WSNS
are typically formed by groups ofseveral sensor nodes, the so-
called motes, whose individual constitution is based on
actually combining sensor radios and CPUs into an effectiyc
robust, secule and flexible network, with low power
consumption and advanced communication and computation
capabilities, one or more sensors, a aommunication d€vice
(typically a radio), a microcontroller (with memory) and a

power supply (battery). lts applications include industry,
atmosphere monitoring, and defence, among others. Besides
instrumentation concepts, WSNs involve asp€cts of wireless
communications, networks architectures, and protocols.

Due to technological innovations in the area of wireless
communications, digital el€ctronics, and personal micro-
electromechanical systems, a revolution is occurring in the
area of measurement with remote wireless sensors []. In
particular, wSNs are characterised by a high amount ofsensor
nodes with multihop communication capabilities. These tiny
sensors can be spread inside the environment to be monitored
or close to it, with positions that are not pre-determined.

Indeed, they are set randomly as wireless sensorc carl be

dropped onto places with difficult access ftom helicopters or
airplanes [ ]. These motes exchange messages among each
other in order to efficicntly monitor an environment/process,
and operate while balancing the trade-offbetween low energy
consumption and the need to fulfil the assigned tasks.

The application of wireless sensor networks to the
automobile constitutes a challenge to be faced in this
endeavour; we conceived a wireless sensor system capable to
collect, process and supply several types of technical
information (to the user) during an automobile joumey. The
examples are acceleBtion and fuel aonsumption, identification
of wrong tires pressure value, acknowledgm€nt of
illumination failures (tum lights, brake lights, fiont lights, and
register plat€ lights), and determination ofthe vital signals of
the driver. We chose Crossbow MICAZ senso.s op€rating at
2.4cHz (IEEE 802.15.4), and supported by TinyOS. The
concepts and th€ wireless sensor network itself
(transmitter/receiver/ interface board) are explained, and

aspects ofthe architecture, and ofthe implementation of the
protocols itself are established. Security aspects are also
addressed, and the power consumption issues are discussed.

Section 2 discusses some cha.acteristics of WSNS and

their applications to automobile industry, security services,
military, environment, and medicine. ln Section 3, routing
protocols are briefly discussed, secutity aspects and

imperfections are presented, and energy consumption issuos

are addressed. tn Section 4 the use of TinyDB is discussed.
Section 5 prgsents the various components, c.9., flow, tlre
pressure, light, accel€ration, temp€rature, heart beat
frequency, and blood pressure sensors. Relevant results are

presented, e.g., for luminous int€nsity, temperature and
arterial pressure, where the discussion includes the production
ofthe calibration curves. Finally, conclusions are presented in
Section 6.
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Abstrocl- lfireless sensor network (WSNS) are becoming
more prevalent in our daily lives. They are being usetl in a variety
of domains, ihcluding health-cdre, assisted and enhanced'living
scenarios. induslrial and production monitoring, contol
networks, and many others. WSNs are etpcted lo be inlegraled
into the "lntemet of Thingd' in the furute, vhere seasor nodes

dynamically join the lnternet and use it to collaborate ond
accomplish their tasks. However, when llSNs are inlegroted into
the Internet, ve nusl tharoughly investigate and analyse the issues

thol arise- We e\)aluate rarious opproaches lo inlegrating WSN'

into the Inlernet ih this poper and oulline a set of chollenges thot
we hope lo address in the near future.

INTROT'UCTION

The future Intemet, designed as an "lntemet of Things"
is foreseen to be "a world-wide network of interconnected

objects uniquety addressable, based ort standard communica-

tion protocols" ul. ldentiiied by a unique address, any object

includilg computers, sensors, RIID tags or mobile phones

will be able to dynamically join th€ nelwork, collaborate

and cooperate effici€ntly to achieve different tasks. Includiog

WSNs in such a scenario will open new perspectives. Covering

a wid€ application field, wSNs can play an important role by

collecting surrounding context and environment information.

How€ver, deploying WSNs configured to access the lotemet

raises novel challenges, which need to be tackled before laking

advantage of the many b€nefits of such integration.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized

as follows: we look at WSNs and the lntemet holistically, in

line with the vision where WSNs will be a part of an lntemet

of Things. Thereby, we identiry .epresontative application

scenarios for WSNs (se€ Section lI) from the multidimensional

wSN design space [2], in ordsr to obtain insights into issues

involved with the integralion. These representative application

scenarios open up different sch€m€s for int€grating the WSNS

into the Intemet, which we present and compare in Section lll.
A clos€r investigation of the integration possibilies then hclps

us identi! cdtical challenges (see Section IV), which need to

be addressed if the tull potential of the integmtion of WSNS

and th€ Intemet has to be realized. Finally, in Section V

we summarize our discussion, giving pointers for possible

solutions to address the identified challenges while regarding

the resource limitations present in common WSN nodes.

I. SELECTED WSN APPLICATIONS

The wide wireless sensor network applicalion field can be

divided into three main categories according to [3]: Monitoring
space, monitoring objects and monitoring interactions between

objects and space. The proposed classification can be extended

by an additional category monitoring human beings.

One example of the fiIst category is environmental monitor-
ing. WSNs are deployed in particular environments including
glaciers [4], forests [3], aod mountains [5] in order to gather

environmental parameters during long periods. Temperature,

moisture or light sensor readings allow analyzing environmen-

tal phenomena, such as the inJluence of climate change on rock

fall in permafiost areas [5].
The second category centers on observing particular objects.

Structural monitoring is one ofthe possible illusrarions of this

category, By sensing modes of vibration, acoustic emissions

and responses to stimuli, mechanical modifications of bridges

[6] or buildings [7] irdicaring polential breakages of the

structure may be detected.

Monitoring interaction betwetn objects and space is the

combination of both previous categories and includes monitor-

ing environmental threats like floods [8] and volcanic activities

tel.
Presenting an extension to the presented classification, the

last category focuses on molitoring human beings. Wom

close to the body, the deployed sensors can gather accel-

eration information and physiological parameters like heart

beat rate. Esp€cially in applicarions in the medical area' such

deployments may help diagnosing bipolar patients [10] ad
monitoring elderly people in a home care sc€nario [l l].

The proposed classification, and particularly the selected

deployments, illustrate the high diversity of wSN applications

in term of monitored subjects and environments. Beneficial

for the tnlomet of Things, this importall scenario diversity

must howevet be taken into account by considcring suitable

approaches for the WSN integralion into th€ Intemet.

II. INTEGRATION APPROAC}IES

Connecting WSNS to the Intemet is possible in the thre€

main approaches mentioned by [12], differing from the

WSN integration degree into the Intemet structure. Cunently

adopted by most ofthe WSNs accessing the Intemet, and

Challenges of Wireless Sensor Networks and the lnternet of Things
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Abstract
Wircless s.nsor nehtotks (WSN) are cu en Jl
goining populoritl due to their lirnirless porenrial.
HopeveL such syslems are ni[ in theit ea.b sroges,

ond fiohy rcsearch chollenges remain. In this shon
orticle, I will locus on s* mojot rcseorch chollenges

lor wirelas sensor nefirork. I coaclade by
n enrtonirrg a Ia, orher research chollenges lhd
mus, be oddressed belore WSN becomes v'idespreod.

Rerl-rf,odd Protocolsi

Many cunent WSN solutions arc developed with
simplifoing assumptions about wireless
colununication and the environment, even
though the realities of wireless communication
and environmental sensing are well known.
Many of these solutions work very well in
simulation. lt is eithq unknown how the

solutions work in the real world or they can be

sho\r,n to work poorly in practice. We note thal
in general, there is an excellent understanding of
both the theoretical and practical issues related to
wireless communication. For example, it is well
known how the signal strength drops over
distance. Effects of signal reflection, scattering
and fading are understood. However, when
building an actual WSN, many specific system,

application, and cost issues also affect the
communication properties of the system. Radio
communicatio{r in the form of AM or FM
broadcast from towers performs quite differently
than short range, low power wireless found in
seltorganizing WSNs. Of course, while the
same basic principles apply, the system
performance characteristics vary considerably. ln
other words, the size, powgr, cost constraints and

their tradeoffs are fundamental constraints. ln the
cu[ent state of the aG the tradeoff among these

constraints has produced a number of devices

currently being used in WSNs. For example, one

such device is the Mica mote that uses 2 AA
batteries, a 7 MHz microcontroller, an RF

Chipcon radio, and costs about $100. As better

ba6eries, radios, and microcontrollers become

available and as costs reduce, new platforms will
be developed. These new platforms will continue
to have radeoffs betwe€n these parameters.

Real-Time:

WSN deal with real world environments. ln
many cases, sensor data must be delivered within
time constraints so that appropriate observations
can be made or actions taken. Very few results
exist to date regarding meeting real-time
requirements in WSN. Most protocols either
ignore real-time or simply attempt to Process as

fast as possible and hope that this speed is
sumcient to meet deadlines. Some initial results
exist for real-time routing. For example, the RAP
protocol Il proposes a new policy called
velocity monotonic scheduling. Here a packet

has a deadline and a distance to traval. Using
these parameters a packet's average velocity
requirement is computed and at each hop packets

are scheduled for transmission based on the
highest velocity requirement of any packets at

this node. While this protocol addresses real-

time, no guarantees are given. Another routing
protocol that addresses real-time is called

SPEED [2]. This protocol uses feedback control
to guarantee that each node maintains an average

Novel network protocols that account for the key
realities in wireless communication are required.
New research is needed to:

Measure and assess how the theoretical
propcrties of wireless communication
are exhibited in today's and tomorrow's
sensing and communication devices,
Establish better models of
communication realities to feed back
into improved simulation tools,
lnvent new network protocols that
account for the communicalion realities
of real world envi ronments,
Test the individual solutions on real
platforms in real world settings, and
Synthesize novel solutions into a

compl€te system-wide protocol stack
for a real applicarion.
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Absrract- Ilireless sensor nefieorks ASNr) hqve
signiJicant advqntqges over trqditionql communicolion
technologies used in today's eleclric power tystems due to
their colloborative ond low-cost nqture. WSNr hove recently
been widely recognised as a promising technologt that can
improve vorious qspects of today's electric power systems,
including generation, delivery, and utilisation, making them
an essenlial componeat of the smart grid, the nexl-generalion
electric power syslem. The harsh qnd complex eleclric-power-
system environmenls, on the olher hand, pose significant
challenges to the reliabiliry of WSN communicqtions in smqrt-
grid applications. This paper begirc with an ovemiew of the
applicqlion of ll/SNs for electric power systems, including
opporlunities and challenges, and then moves on lo fulure
work in many unexplored research areas in diyerse smart-grid
applications. Following lhal, it presents o comprehensive
experimental stud)/ on stqtisticul approach-

lndex Tenn---CC2A0, diagrostics, lf, Ef, 802.15.4, link-qurlity
indicator (LQI), moDitoriog, received signal streogth indicrtor
(RSSI). smart grid, wireless seDso. networks (WSNS).

I. INTRoDUCTIoN

7Tt HE global climate change and rapidly growing popula-

I tions over the past decades have generated increasing
demands for abundant, sustainable, and clean electric energy on
a global basis. However, in most counhies today, the increasing
energy demand means an even heavier burden on the already
overstressed, overaged, and fragile electricity infi'astructure. In
the U.S., for example, the average age ofpower-grid transmis-
sion lines is beyond 5G-60 years [29]. Over the last 20 years,
the electricity demand and consumption have increased contin-
uously by 2.5Vo anntally according to a U.S. Department of

Energy report [8]. The increasing electricity demand, together
with lhe complex and nonlinear nature of the electric power
distribulion network, have caused serious network congestion
issues. The network congestion and safety-related fuctors have
become the main causes of several major blackouts that hap-
pened in recent years. In addition to the oyerstressed situation,
the existing power grid also suffers fiom the lack of perva-
sive and effective communications, monitoring, fault diagnos-
tics, and automation, which further increase the possibility of
region-wide system breakdown due to the cascading effect
initiated by a single fault. Furthermore, the global increasing
adaptation of renewable and altemative energy sources in the
2l st century also introduced new issues, such as power-grid
integration, system stability, and energy storage, which also
need to be addressed as additional challenges.

To address these challenges, a new concept of next-
generation electric power system, a smart grid has emerged.
The smart grid is a modem electric power-grid inliastruclure for
improved efficiency. reliability. and safety. with smooth integra-
tion of renewable and altemative energy sources, through au-
tomated control and modem communication technologies [2],
[51. ln the smart grid, reliable and online information becomes
the key factor for reliable delivery ofpower from the generation
units to the end users. The impact ofequipment failures, capac-
ity limitations, and natural accidents and catastrophes, which
cause power disturbances and outages, can be largely avoided
by online power system condition monitoring, diagnostics, and
protection. ln this respect, the intelligent and low-cost moni-
toring and control enabled by online sensing technologies have
become essential to maintain safety, reliability, efficiency, and
uptime ofthe smart grid I l], [3], It9], [30].

Traditional electric-Fnwer-system monitoring and diagnostic
systems are typically realized through wired communications.
Hor.rerer. the wired monitoring slstems require expensire com-
munication cables to be installed and regularly maintained, and

thus, they are not widely implemented today because of their
high cost [7]. Hence, there is an urgent need for cost-effective
wireless monitoring and diagnostic systems that improve
system reliability and efficiency by optimizing the management
ofelectric power systems u 11, I l3l.

As one of the main objectives, this paper gives a hrst glimpse
and opens up future work in many unexploited research areas

ofapplying wireless sensor networks (WSNS) in smart gdd by
providing an overview ofthe opportunities and challenges. The

collaborative operation of WSNs brings significant advantages
over traditional communication technologies, including rapid
deployment, low cost, flexibility, and aggregated intelligence


